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1.0 SUMMARY
A program of design, fabrication, and field testing of an on-line sulfur and
ash analyzer was undertaken by The Babcock & Wilcox Company. The analyzer is
intended for use on coal slurry streams such as those found at coal cleaning
facilities. The analyzer design consists of a sample preparation and delivery
system (SPAD) and an inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer
(ICP-AES).
The program consisted of the following major tasks:
- Selection and screening of delivery systems
- Design of the analyzer system
- Fabrication of SPAD system
- Field testing of the SPAD system
- Laboratory ICP testing of field collected samples
The field testing was conducted at CQ Inc. (Homer City, Pa. pilot plant).
Testing was completed without taking the ICP to the field, since the analysis
of coal slurry by ICP had been demonstrated during the delivery system
screening tests and the field tests were aimed primarily at demonstrating the
performance of the SPAD system. Although the ICP was not deployed to the
field, the subsequent laboratory testing of field collected samples simulated
the performance of the entire system. The use of an ICP in a laboratory
environment circumvented the need to "field harden" an ICP and, although ICPs
are now being used in industrial environments, custom preparation of a
commercial ICP would be required for a coal preparation plant environment.
Major successes of the project include:
• Demonstration of a sampling system which provides a continuous
representative sample of slurry at a "cut down rate" of between 60,000:1
to 940,000:1.
• Development of a mass opacity meter.
• Demonstration of the complete sample preparation system in the field.
• Simulation of the entire system.
Major shortcomings identified include:
• Low (and variable from element to element) recovery of element
concentration in field collected slurries of ICP analysis using the ARL
MDSN nebulizer.




The purpose of the current project was to develop, fabricate, and field test
an on-line sulfur and ash analyzer for use on coal slurry streams typical of
those found in coal cleaning plants. The analyzer design consists of a
sample preparation and delivery _SPAD) system and an Inductively Coupled
Plasma Argon Atomic Emission Spectrometer (ICP) as the centerpiece of the
analyzer. The SPAD system consists of sampling, dilution, grinding, and
solids measurement equipment as well as a device for delivering coal slurry to
the ICP "torch" (a flame shaped argon plasma within an RF induction coil).
The two delivery devices tested (or screened) during the project were both
Babington type pneumatic nebulizers (see figures 3.1 & 3.2).
The ICP is a well developed laboratory instrument which is used routinely to
determine the elemental composition of substances in solution form. ICP
analysis is carried out by pneumatically nebulizing the subject solution (i.e.
forming an aerosol of solution droplets within an argon gas stream) and
delivering the aerosol to an RF induction coil where it passes through the
center of an argon plasma and is heated so intensely by RF Induction that it
dissociates into elemental constituents which are excited and give off
characteristic emission. The emission lines are monitored and their
intensities are directly proportional to the concentration of each element in
solution. The Babington nebulizers extend the capabilities of the ICP to
finely ground slurries as well as solutions.
In order for the ICP to be used in the field, a SPAD system had to be designed
and fabricated. Before the SPAD system could be designed, however, a
nebulizer design had to be selected and extensive tests on a variety of slurry
types and slurry preparations were conducted. These tests are referred to as
"screening tests" and have been previously reported on in reference I. An
overview of the testing and a summary of the test results are discussed in
this report.
Because the coal is in slurry form, it is critically important to know the
moisture content (or %-3olids) of the slurry being delivered to the ICP in
order to convert ICP measurements to % of elements in dry coal. As a result,
an opacity meter which measures the %-solids in the coal slurry was developed
as part of this project. The opacity meter works extremely well at low %-
solids (below .i %) of consistent particle size distributions.
Once the slurry preparation parameters and the delivery system parameters were
defined (i.e. results of screening tests), a SPAD system fulfilling these
requirements had to be designed and fabricated. The SPAD system had to perform
one primary and many secondary samplings, grind the slurry to a mean particle
size of approximately 5 microns, dilute the coal slurry to 3% or less solids
concentration, measure the %-solids, and deliver a continuous sample to the
ICP plasma. The sampling portion was designed to use commercial equipment,
where available. However, only the primary sampler could be purchased
commercially and special sampling equipment in accordance with theory of
reference 2 was designed and fabricated to accomplish continuous secondary
sampling and dilution. A detailed discussion of the design of the analyzer is
presented in reference 3.
Recent studies [4, 5] involving ICP's and coal slurries have indicated that,
under proper conditions, finely ground coal in slurry form could be nebulized
and delivered to an ICP plasma and that the emissions would be characteristic
of the elemental concentration in the slurry. These studies, as well as
others [6 - 8], used Babington type nebulizers to deliver the coal slurry to
the ICP plasma ( sometimes referred to as the ICP "torch" since it is bright
and flame shaped). Babington type nebulizers cause the flowing slurry to form
a liquid film which is made to pass over a pressurized argon orifice. The
resulting fine aerosol, containing fluid droplets which carry the tiny coal
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particles, is directed to the ICP plasma by a shaped piece of glassware called
a "spray chamber". Two of these Babington nebulizers were chosen for the
screening tests and their performance is reported on in reference I. Although
these nebulizers place fairly stringent requirements on the coal slurry
preparation, they offered the most reliable and most successful of the slurry-
to-ICP delivery methods documented in the open literature to date.
During the nebulizer/ICP testing, the coal slurries used were prepared in the
laboratory and were well characterized - i.e.: independent chemical analysis,
well described particle size distribution, and known solids concentrations.
The last of these slurry parameters, solids concentration in the slurry, must
be measured by the field analyzer since the purpose of the analyzer is to
measure the concentration of elements in the dry coal and not the
concentration in the slurry. This necessitated the development of a device
which can measure the solids concentration (or mass concentration) of the coal
slurry on-line. To this end, a concept of measuring the opacity of coal
slurry and relating the opacity to the mass concentration of coal in the
slurry was also pursued and the resulting design is described in reference 3.
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3.0 OVERVIEW OF SCREENING TESTS
3.1 Screening Test Objectives
The primary objective of the screening tests was to characterize the ranges of
particle size distribution and %-solids of the coal slurry for which
repeatable and representative ICP emission signal intensity could be obtained
using two candidate Babington nebulizers. Parameters which could affect the
characterization, in addition to particle size and %-solids, include RF-power,
argon gas flow, analyte uptake rate, nebulizer design, spray chamber geometry,
and effectiveness of sump agitation.
The secondary objective was to develop sufficient first hand experience with
the two delivery systems to determine which, if either, was most suitable for
a field analyzer.
An additional ¢_gjective which was introduced to the screening tests was to
evaluate an opacity meter design for use in measuring the mass of coal being
delivered to the ICP "torch".
3.2 Screening Test Results
Detailed results of each of the many tests performed on the two delivery
systems are presented in reference 1 and only generalized results are repeated
here. An overview of the conditions tested and the coal slurries prepared are
presented in tables 3-1 to 3-4. Note that the majority of the testing took
place with slurries composed of Pittsburgh # 8 coal since it was believed that
the effects of variation in parameters such as %-solids, particle size, argon
flow, etc. would be essentially independent of coal type.
The slurries tested were laboratory prepared grinds made from coal samples
obtained from the Penn State Coal Bank. High purity water was added to the
coal during the grinding process (to facilitate grinding) and subsequently (to
obtain the desired solids concentrations). After grinding and diluting, the
slurries were analyzed by both conventional assay methods and by ICP analysis.
The conventional assay methods were performed on residues of the slurry after
drying (i.e. on both suspended and dissolved solids) in order to have a basis
of comparison for the ICP results (which by its very nature is an analysis of
both suspended and dissolved solids). No attempt was made to determine what
portion of the slurry assay was in solution form and what portion was in
suspended solids form.
The initial tests were all conducted on the Precision Glass nebulizer (figure
3.1) because _f delivery delays associated with the ARL MDSN nebulizer (figure
3.2). Howeve_ once the ARL nebulizer was ready for testing, it was used
exclusively from that point on.
The generalized results are:
I. Both the Precision Glass nebulizer and the ARL MDSN nebulizer are capable
of delivering coal slurry to an ICP plasma and providing recovery of
elements in the slurry approaching I00 % (recovery > 80 %), provided that
certain conditions are fulfilled. Those conditions are listed below in
their approximate order of importance.
a) The coal slurry should be ground to a particle size of approximately
5 microns in mean size.
b) The slurry should have a solids concentration of less than 3.0%.
Slurries with as low as .01%-solids concentration were analyzed
with good recovery for the elements considered in the screening test
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program (AI, Fe, S, & Si), which were all greater than 1% of the dry
coal by weight.
c) A multilinear calibration curve should be used. This was not done
during the screening tests but would be easily adaptable to a custom
field analyzer.
d) The carrier argon flow rate should be set as low as practical (i.e.
as low as can be while still maintaining a stable plasma). For the
laboratory ICP used during the screening tests, this ks approximately
0.30 i/min. The lower argon flow rates provided good recovery
despite having used a linear calibration curve. This indicates that
lower argon flow rates are more forgiving.
e) The analyte uptake rate should be set to an optimum value. The
effect of analyte uptake rate is dependent upon argon flow rate when
linear calibration is used and the precise value for all argon flow
rates was not determined. For an argon flow rate of .37 i/m/n an
analyte uptake rate of approximately 3 nul/min appeared to yield very
good results for both nebulizers tested. At lower argon flow rates
there is an indication that even lower uptake rates may be optimum.
2. Higher power levels to the ICP plasma (1.25 kW vs. 1.1 kW) make
maintenance of stable plasma easier.
3. The ARL MI)SN nebulizer required less maintenance (cleaning) than the
Precision Glass nebulizer. The Precision Glass nebulizer, possibly due to
the 90 degree bend in the spray chamber, appeared to be much more
sensitive to alignment to the ICP torch than the ARL MDSN.
4. Both of the tested nebulizer systems experienced torch fouling and
required periodic cleaning. At %-solids concentrations of 3 % and less,
with the Pittsburgh # 8 slurries, and with water flush between trials, the
system could be used for many hours (i.e. 25 - 30 one minute long
aspirations of slurry with 5 minute long distilled water
aspirations between slurry aspirations) without cleaning.
5. Only the ARL nebulizer was tested over a variety of coal types and it was
demonstrated that coal type did not affect the recovery. The coal type
did however play a significant role in the rate at which the glassware
became fouled.
3.3 Screening Test Conclusions & Recommendations
The screening testing performed was sufficient both in breadth and depth to
conclude that an ICP, using a Babington type nebulizer as the delivery system,
is a good candidate for a field analyzer of coal slurry. It is both rugged
enough and would require only moderate amounts of attention (i.e. change out of
glassware once or twice per shift).
Although not all open questions were answered (eg. optimum analyte uptake rate
at all argon flow rates, benefit of using cleaning solutions between trials vs.




• Preferred ICP Settings
Multilinear Calibration
Minimum RF Power of 1.25 kW
Preferred Nebulizer Parameters
Argon Flow kate = 0.30 1/min
Analyte Uptake Rate = 2 - 4 ml/n%in
Preferred Coal Preparation
Mean Particle Size < 5 microns
Solids Concentration < 3.0 %
Following these recommendations should result in greater than 80 % recovery of
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4.0 OVERVIEW OF ANALYZER DESIGN
A detailed discussion of the design of the analyzer and, in particular, the
development of the multistage sampling system is presented in reference 3.
The current discussion is limited to an overview of the entire system.
The sulfur and ash analyzer is shown schematically in figure 4.1. Although
the ICP portion of the design was noh fabricated under this contract, the
entire system is described in the following paragraphs.
An intermittent flow of coal slurry at approximately 20 liters/min from either
the feed stream or the clean coal product (i.e. froth concentrate) stream of
the froth flotation cell of the coal cleaning plant is obtained using the
permanently installed "wig-wag"samplers (SO) at the host site. The slurry has
a solid_ content of between 5 and 30 %-solids, depending on the coal type
being processed and whether the "feed" or the "clean coal concentrate" is
being sampled. The slurry is directed into a funnel which converts the
intermittent flow to a nearly continuous flow. A 5%, 6" vezin sampler (Sl) is
installed in this 20 i/min flow stream. The 1 i/min output of Sl is directed
to a Netzsch LME4 continuous grinding mill and the 19 i/min "throughput" of Sl
is directed to a second 5% sampler, S2, whose 0.95 i/min output is diverted to
a reference 55 gallon drum. The second vezin sampler is required only for the
prototype system to enable the collection of a reference sample to which the
results of the multistage sampling system can be compared.
The size of the coal particles in the slurry enter the Netzsch grinder at -i00
mesh and are reduced to a mean size of approximately 5 microns. Results of
laboratory testing of the LME4 at the Netzsch laboratory are presented in
appendix A. The 1 i/min output of the grinder is directed to the multistage
sampling and dilution system where the slurry is prepared to the requirements
for ICP nebulization (e.g. continuous 2 -4 ml/min slurry with less than 3 %-
solids content.
Because a sampling/dilution system meeting the needs of the analyzer was not
available commercially, a prototype system was developed and fabricated
specifically for this project (see figures 4.2 - 4.3). A detailed discussion
of the design of that system is presented in reference 3. The output of the
multistage sampling system will be nearly steady at 3 - 4 ml/min, thanks to
constant addition of filtered well water at approximately 9 times the rate of
inlet slurry. Variations in the rate at which the slurry stream enters the
system are attenuated by an order of magnitude by virtue of dilution with well
water. Such small changes are easily accommodated by the control of the
peristaltic pump, P4, delivering slurry to the ICP.
When elemental analysis is requested (via the computer terminal), the output
of pump P4 is directed to the ICP nebulizer. When the nebulizer is being
flushed or calibrated, the output of pump P4 is diverted to the opacity meter
station. In this mode of operation, the metering pump P3 will inject a
precise amount of water into the static mixer, causing the slurry to become
much more dilute (< 0.I %-solids). Under these dilute conditions, the opacity
of the slurry is functionally related to the solids content of the slurry.
This functional relationship makes possible the conversion of elemental
concentrations in the slurry to elemental concentrations in the dry coal.
The ICP torch box, RF generator, and Ar distribution system are purchased
items and, depending on the model selected, minor modifications will be made
to accommodate the present application. The opto-electronics/computer system
may be purchased as part of the ICP and modified (both hardware and software)
or may be fabricated from parts and software written from "scratch". Computer
controlled ICP units are now commercially available with many, but not all of
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the features needed for the present application. Since this part of the
system was not fabricated during the current project, a number of options are
discussed in reference 3.
Software to control all functions of the system (with the exception of the
ICP) was written in "C" for the field test. The computer hardware included an
IBM PC (286) compatible and the associated I/O hardware depicted in figure
4.4. A listing of the software is included in appendix I. The main
functions of the software include:
- Calibrate FMI metering pump and opacity meter.
- Setup system
- Maintain a data log
- Regulate the fluid level in the bottom cup by feedback of pressure sensor
signal to peristaltic pump, P4.
- On command from user, the software will obtain an opacity reading on the
slurry by flushing the opacity meter with clean water, temporarily
freezing the rate of the peristaltic pump P4, switching flow of Q4 from
SC4 to opacity meter, making opacity reading (integrated over 30
seconds), storing results, returning Q4 to SC4, and again regulating the
slurry level in the bottom cup.












SC = SAMPLE CONTAINER
Q = FLOW RATE
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Tabl e 4. I
SULFUR & A_H ANALYZER
PARTS LIST
........................................... ......... ......... .o.o..-...... ....................................
ITEM PART DESCRIPTION SOURCE MOOEL # QUANT STORAGE
LOCATION
.......................................... . ........ ........ ...... |..._ ..................... i.... . ..........
ITEM PART DESCRIPTION SOURCE MODEL # QUANT STORAGE
LOCATION
.......................................... . ............ o ..... ...- i... ...................... i--.. ...........
1 Sl/S2 ROTARY SAMPLER, SINGLE ARM DENVER EQUIP. CO. 16" VEZIN 2
5 % 30 RPM
.......................................... - .............. . ..... -- i --o--- ................... ,...............
2 GRINDING SYSTEM
Pl .75 HP PERISTALTIC PUMP NETZSCH
GRINDER NETZSCH LME4 4 WK'S
GRINDER TRANSPORT. NETZSCH 1
GRINDING MEDIA 1.1 mm SS BALLNETZSCH 630383 42 I.BS
DISPERSANTS GAF CHEMICALS C0-630 45 LBS
................................................................. |......................... i ...............
3 WATER FILTRATION SYS. AQUA-LINE TECH.
20" FILTER HOUSING CANTON, OH IL-OO37-B 2
I0" 5 MICRON FILTERS MC 12 4
10" 0.45 MICRO_ FILTERS FPN941AAS 4
................................................................. i .......................... i ...............
4 METER. PUMP,2 - 16 l/min GELBER 400001GR-S6 I
P2 GEAR PUMP & MOTOR and
FOCUS II DC CONTROLLER
................................................................. |. .......................................
5 STATIC MIXER K J LESKER CO. I/2-10-321-5 I
................................................................. ! ......................... i ...............
6 F4 PERISTALTIC PUMP "P4" GILSON MINIPULS3 I
TUBING AND FITTINSS F117939 3
........................................... .... .................. | ...................... .-- i...............
7 OPACITY METER B&W AMTEC
PHOTODIODE SILICON DETECTOR CORP. SD172-11-11-221 2
LAMP DOLAN-JENNER 180(110 V) I
LAMP ADAPTER DOLAN-JENNER SX-5 I
FIBER OPTIC LIGHT GUIDE DOLAN-JENNER EE848 1
LAMP DOLAN-JENNER EKE I
HOLDER DOLAN-JENNER SYF-IO0 I t
OPTICAL TOOL DOLAN-JENNER T-lO I
RED FILTER DOLAN-JENNER FRI-60 I
CIRCUIT BOARD B&W RDD SPECIAL 1
LOG RATIO AMP BURR BROWN LOG lOOJP 1
POWER SUPPLY *-15 VOLT COMPUTER PRODUCTS INC PM-302 I
................................................................. ! ......................... i ....... ..o. ....
8 STATIC MIXER (OPAC METER) K J LESKER CO 1070"434 I
...................................................... . ........... |. ........................ i ........... ....
9 P3 30-576 m[/min METERING PUMP FLUID METERING INC QV-IKCKVI07 I
POWER SUPPLY 24 VOLT ACOPIAN CO. 24EBI0 I




SULFUR & ASH ANALYZER
PARTS LIST
.......................................... .o.....°..o.......° ...... ..°.. .....................................
ITEM PART DESCRIPTION SOURCE MODEL # OUANT STORASE
LOCATION
......................................... ---...---.-------- ...... n--- ...................... i ................
10 V1 SOLENOID PINCH VALVE COLE PARMER NR P/N 223P091-2 1
12 V, 30 PSl, NORM. OPEN (NResearch lhc, N.J.)
POWER SUPPLY 12 VOLT ACOPIAN CO. 12EB20 I
DC OUTPUT MODULE OPTO OPTO 22 #ODC5 2
............................................ .--.--.. ............. |----. ..................... i ...............
11 POWER SUPPLY 2_ VOLT ACOPIAN CO. 24EB10 1
........................................ - ..... . ...... - .... .o-.-.-|.--- ...................... i ...............
12 FUNNELS US PLASTICS 5 SIZES 5
.......................................... ....................... ,........ ................. , ...............
13 TABLE (SUPPLIED BY B&W) HALLOWELL WHEEL SET 1
GFI BREAKERS 3
............................................. ..... ....... . ....... . ..... . ................... ,...............
14 COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
A/D CARD METRABYTE DAS-8PGA I
SCREW TERMINAL BOARD METRABYTE STA-O8PGA I
CABLE INTERFACE METRABYTE C-1800 3
DIGITAL I/O BOX METRABYTE PI0-24 I
SCREW TERMINAL BOARD METRABYTE STA-U 2
D/A CARD METRABYTE DDA-06 I
286 PC SUPPLIED BY B&W
............................................. .°..... ..... . ....... ,...... .................... , ...............
12 TRANSPORTATION COST TO/FROM SITE
13 M_LTI-STAGE SAMPLING SYSTEM
TEFLON O-RING PACKINS SET MCMASTER-CARR #9609K45 3
APOLLO ROLLER MCMASTER-CARR #6407K33 3
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE MCMASTER-CARR #5985K42 I
BEVEL GEAR MCMASTER'CARR #6456K17 I
MOTOR MCMASTER'CARR #5990K34 I
FIBERGLASS TUBINS MCMASTER-CARR #8535K21
NYLON BEARING STOCK MCMASTER-CARR #8664K22 I
THREADED ROD MCMASTER-CARR #90038A036
JARS 17 LITERS FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11-823-13 4
DUAL SHAFT STIRRER & SPEED CON COLE-PALMER N-04651-00 4
TYGON TUBE COLE-PALMER N-060408"60
TUBING CONNECTOR KIT COLE-PALMER N-06286-00 I
DIFF. PRESS. TRANS. (0-5"H20) COLE-PALMER N-07352-12 I




SULFUR & ASH ANALYZER
PARTS LIST
............................................... . ................. ........ ....................................
ITEM PART DESCRIPTION SC)URCE MODEL # OUANT STORAGE
LOCATION
............................................ .... ......... ........ i..... .................... i...............
POLY ROD (14"0D x 18") ALMAC PLASTICS "'" I
POLY SHEET (1"x 18"x 36") UNIVERSAL PLASTICS "'" 8
POLY SHEET (1.5"x 3.5"x 12") UNIVERSAL PLASTICS ''" 5
POLY ROD (1.5"0D x 12") UNIVERSAL PLASTICS "'" I
POLY ROD (6.5"0D x 18") UNIVERSAL PLASTICS --- I
POLY ROD (2.5"0D x 12") UNIVERSAL PLASTICS --- I
POLY SHEET (I/4"x 18"x 96") UNIVERSAL PLASTICS --- 2
POLY SHEET (I/4"x 36"x 96") UNIVERSAL PLASTICS --- 2
COUPLINGS & SCREWS MCMASTER-CARR --- I
POLY ROD 3"O.D. MCMASTER-CARR --- 3
FLEXIBLE COUPLING MCMASTER-CARR --- I
HOFFMAN ENCLOSURE & PANEL SACKS ELECTRIC --- 1
CPVC SCH 80 SOCKET FITTING J.F.GOOD --- 4
PVC FITTINGS (ELS TEES PIPE) MCMASTER-CARR --- I
SCREWS & TUBING MCMASTER-CARR --- I
FITTINGS COLE-PALMER --- 1
PROPELLERS,RODS,UNIONS COLE-PALMER --- I
POWDER FUNNELS, PVC TUBING COLE-PALMER --- I
................................................................. i......................... , ...............
I_ MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
BARBED TUBE FITTINGS COLE-PALMER --- I BOX
POLY BOTTLES FISHER SCIENTIFIC --- 3 CASES
PUMP HEAD AND TUBING COLE-PALMER I
(TO FIT B&W SUPPLIED PERIST.
PUMP FOR DISPERSANT DRIP)
QUART CONTAINERS PRO-GRAM PLASTICS --- I CASE
.................................................................. .......................... ,...............
15 NEBULIZER ARL MDSN173470"2 I
16 TORCH PREC. GLASS 100"05 I
17 SPRAY CHAMBER PREC. GLASS 100"14 I
.................................................................. . ..........................................
5.0 LABORATORY TESTING AND DEBUGGING OF SYSTEM
PRIOR TO FIELD DEPLOYMENT
5.1 Vezin Samplers Sl and $2
The two 6" vezin samplers (purchased from Denver Equipment) were arranged in
tandem on a tripod in the identical configuration in which they would be used
in the field (see fig. 5.1). Each sampler was designed to cut 5 % of a
continuous flow. These rotary samplers contain a single 18° "pie" shaped arm
and operate at a speed of 30 RPM (i.e. one cut every 2 seconds). A funnel was
placed in front of the first sampler to "smooth out" the intermittent flows
which might occur in the field. In order to simulate extreme intermittent flow
conditions, a test was conducted in which four 8-1iter containers of water were
poured, as rapidly as possible (i -2 seconds), into the funnel attached to the
top sampler. The four containers were poured at 30 second intervals. A second
test was conducted in which the containers were poured more slowly (8 - 10
seconds).
The lab set-up and data for the two tests are presented in figure 5.1. The
results indicate that, even at extreme intermittent flow conditions, the
samplers operate near the intended 5 % rate. This is due to the fact that the
funnel and hose, mounted to the entrance to the top sampler, acts as a flo,
"smoother". Note that, because the top sampler acts somewhat like an
additional flow smoother, the bottom sampler performance is better than that of
the top sampler.
This testing was conducted only to empirically demonstrate the % cutting of the
vezin samplers and, although there is no reason to doubt the samplers'
representativeness, these lab tests are not a proof of representativeness.
5.2 Multistage Sampling System
The multistage sampling system was designed to allow many secondary sampling
stages to be used in series by creating a situation in which the output of each
secondary sampling stage could be transformed from intermittent flow to
continuous flow prior to the next sampling stage. The laboratory testing of
this system, like that of the vezin samplers, focused on obtaining the proper %
cut from each sampling stage rather than demonstrating "representative"
sampling.
The testing procedure consisted of introducing a steady flow of tap water
(using the C-elber metering pump) into the top mixing tank and diverting the
output of the sampler being tested into a graduated cylinder (or a tared
container). The "waste" water (that portion of the water not sampled) was also
collected and measured. The ratio of the sampled volume to the total volume
(sample + waste) represents the fraction of the flow sampled. The metering
pump was run at approximately I0 i/min and introduced into the top tank,
regardless of which sampling stage was being tested. This means the first
stage was sampling duri',g the test on the middle stage and the top two samplers
were operating when the bottom stage was being tested.
As the tests were conducted, three problems were encountered and solved:
5.2.1 Intermittent Flow Through Overflow Tubes (see Fig. 5.2)
The first major problem encountered was the occurrence of intermittent flow
through the overflow tubes in each of the three mixing tanks. Despite having a
weir shaped opening at the entrance, the weir tube in the top mixing tank was
always under water at a feed rate of I0 i/min. The equilibrium level of water
in the top tank was approximately I" above the overflow tube under stable
conditions. Shortly after having reached a steady state condition, however, a
whirlpool would form at the entrance to the overflow tube. This whirlpool
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whirlpool introduced an air "funnel" into the tube, slowed the flow through
the tube, and caused the water level in the tank to rise. The rising level
would sometimes eliminate the whirlpool and bring the level back to its
original position. Other times the tank would overflow. Neither of these
conditions were tolerable. The problem was solved by placing a thin brass
plate (whose width was approximately twice the tube diameter) directly above
the overflow tube opening (approx. 0.25" above). Later, in field testing, it
was discovered that a small funnel attached to the top of the overflow tube
resulted in an even more stable flow condition and also eliminated the foam
layer which would occasionally form on the surface of the water.
The intermittent flow conditions in the overflow tubes at the second and third
stages were not "whirlpool" induced and did not result in an overflowing
condition. The intermittent phenomenon observed was one in which the water in
the tank would rise above the tube entrance before any flow would occur. Once
a sufficient head was developed, the water would flow through the tube
continuously, but at a rate which exceeded the inlet flow to the tank. The
water level in the tank would quickly decrease to a level near the tube
opening, at which time the flow would stop until sufficient head was again
developed. The problem was solved in the middle stage by inserting a thin
wire through the overflow tube. An attempt to solve the bottom stage problem
in the same manner failed because the wire insert stopped the flow entirely.
For that stage, a plastic orifice was constructed to restrict flow rate at the
tube bottom (the orifice, however, proved to be a clogging nuisance in the
field when unground coal was being sampled).
The inside diameters of the weir tubes in the top, middle, and bottom mixing
tanks are 0.495", 0.1825", and 0.055" respectively.
5.2.2 High Flow Velocity Through Top Overflow Tube Resulting in Splashing
In and Out of the Sampling Cups (see Fig. 5.3)
The cutter cups for all three stages were identical in shape and size.
Although they worked extremely well at the second and third stages, they
performed poorly at the top stage. The velocity of water exiting the top
overflow tube was great enough to impinge upon the bottom of the cutter cup
and splash higher than the cup height. Since the cutter cup was continually
in motion, some of the water which splashed upward escaped the cutter.
Similarly, as the cutter approached the exit flow of the tube, the water would
impinge upon the flat surface surrounding the cutter and splash upward. As
the cutter progressed through the flow stream it would inevitably catch some
of this splashed water. The first splashing problem (out of the cup) was
solved by replacing the original cup with one with three times its depth. The
second problem was solved by installing plastic prism on the flats of the
cutter base in such a manner that the impinging flow stream would be deflected
laterally and thus avoiding upward splashing.
5.2.3 Scattering of Waste Water at Bottom Sampler Stage (see Fig. 5.3)
For the field test, the water which is passed through the bottom sampler would
also be collected (for chemical assay by conventional methods). In order to
minimize the amount of water which is thrown onto the walls of the sampler
(thus causing a delay in the response of the sample collected at SC4'), a
triangular trough was installed on the fore and back sides of the cutter.
These troughs caused the "waste" to fall more directly into the collection pan
on the bottom of the sampler.
5.2.4 Results of Testing
As the problems discussed above were discovered and solved, additional testing
was conducted and the data recorded. Table 5.1 presents the data collected





light of the above discussion. Note 3, however, deserves some explanation.
As the waste water was collected from the upper two samplers (RUN's
1,2,6,7,8,& 9), the waste water re,mining in the drain hose was insignificant
when compared to the total volume. At the bottom sampler, however, the amount
of waste water was more significant, owing to the small volume of water
processed through this stage. For RUN's 5 & 10, the waste hose was removed
and the waste was collected directly from the outlet nipple in the bottom
sampler tank.
5.3 Opacity Meter Testing
The opacity meter was tested with the entire control system (all equipment
shown in fig. 4.4). The software includes an option for calibrating the
opacity meter and for obtaining opacity meter readings upon demand. The
software setup routine permits the user to specify the FMI-pump background
flow rate (for continuous cleaning of the opacity probe), the FMI-pump flow
rate for diluting slurry during opacity readings and for flushing after
opacity readings, and the length of time over which the opacity reading is to
be integrated.
Coal samples prepared during the Screening Test Phase of this project were
used for the testing and calibration. The following problems were
encountered:
5.3.1 Nonlinearity of the FMI Metering Pump
Except at very low flow rates the flow rate of the FMI pump versus input
signal (4 - 20 ma) was non linear and, at high input signals, the flow
actually decreased with increasing signal. FMI service personnel advised that
we install an "in-line pulse suppressor" when we were dealing with non-
degassed water (distilled, but non-degassed water was being used). An
additional measure that was taken involved maintaining the distilled water
tank at an elevation above the metering pump, causing a pressure head to be
present in the inlet line to the pump. These measures helped but did not cure
the problem completely. As a result, the metering pump was not operated at
values above 150 ml/min.
5.3.2 Gas Bubbles Forming in the Distilled Water
The FMI metering pump caused tiny bubbles to form in the distilled water
(which led to the nonlinearity problem discussed above). In addition to the
nonlinearity of flow, however, the bubbles acted as light scatterers and
rendered the opacity measurements useless. The same fixes that were
implemented to improve the pump nonlinearity (namely pulse suppressor, raising
the elevation of the distilled water tank, and operating below 150 ml/min)
improved the performance significantly.
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6.0 DESCRIPTION OF FIELD TESTS
Four tests were conducted at the EPRI coal cleaning pilot plant in Homer City
PA (CQ Inc.) between July 30 and August 7, 1990. Additionally, three days of
system setup and system debugging took place from July 27 through July 29,
1990. The preparation and planning for the field testing is described in
reference 9.
Tests 1 & 2 were executed on an Upper Freeport coal (see data sheet in
appendix D) being run for a Battelle project which was evaluating a new
dewatering device. Tests 3 & 4 were executed on an Oklahoma bituminous coal
(see data sheet in appendix D). Prior to the first test, the system was
operated for two days with coal slurry from the froth flotation feed line.
During that time, it was discovered that the drain tubes on the lowest cutter
(i.e. sampler) in the multistage sampler were prone to clogging on unground
coal slurry. The lowest stage sampler had been designed with smaller tube
diameters to minimize inventory when sampling ground coal slurry for feed to
the ICP. The tests on unground slurry therefore had to be executed using the
first and second samplers rather than the second and third sampler, as
described in th_ Field Test Plan (reference 9).
Also prior to the first test, the Netzsch grinder was loaded with grinding
media and operated with coal slurry from the froth flotation tank. The output
of the grinder was pumped to the multistage sampler and diluted with filtered
well water. During this pretest operation, it was discovered that anti-foam
agent would be required to minimize foaming in the upper mixing tank. A
problem with the solenoid actuated pinch valve was also identified. As the
pinch valve was actuated, closing one leg of a Y-connection, the other leg of
the Y did not open immediately (it took some seconds for the pinched tubing to
recover its shape). The result was that the peristaltic pump caused excess
pressure in the tubing and the tubing separated from the fittings. In
addition, even the ground coal slurry could occasionally clog the tiny tube
fittings connecting the peristaltic pump to the opacity meter (see photographs
of pinch valve in section I0) .
Because of the problems with the peristaltic pump tubing/fittings/valves, the
tubing was replaced with larger diameter tubing and the solenoid valve was
replaced by hand operated valves. A future system would have to be equipped
with separate valves for each leg of the Y-connection (or better yet, the
slurry feed to the ICP should be sufficiently dilute to allow continuous on-
line opacity/solids measurement, thus eliminating the need for a separate
opacity branch). It was B&W's intention to continue with pretest operation
when C.Q. Inc. was unexpectedly informed by Battelle that they would be
halting their testing of Upper Freeport coal until later in the year. Since
the next day's coal had already been loaded into the system, C.Q. offered to
run the plant one more day with the Upper Freeport coal for B&W's purposes.
Since this would be the last chance to obtain data on the Upper Freeport coal,
the first two tests were executed, even though the system was not i00 %
debugged.
6.1 Test I: Feed - No Grinder - Upper Freeport (see Fig. 6.1)
Initially, it was intended to execute the test with the grinder in-line.
However the Netzsch grinding mill could not be brought to the proper speed and
eventually shut itself down on an overload signal. After wasting
approximately two hours trying to solve the grinder problem, it was decided to
switch over to a "No-Grinder" test. The arrangement of the equipment for that
test is depicted in Figure 6.1. Note that the elevation of the bottom of the
first vezin sampler is only about 12" above the top of the first mixing tank
on the multistage sampler. The hose connecting the sampler to the top tank
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multistage sampler. The hose connecting the sampler to the top tank was
supported at multiple locations to overhead beams but still had some minor sags
inote that it was originally intended to use the second and third sampling
stages rather than the first two).
The test was executed using the feed flow of the froth flotation tank (primary
sampler set to divert approximately 15 liters/min to the first vezin sampler).
The test was run for approximately an hour when it was observed that the first
vezin sampler was overflowing. The test was halted and it was discovered that
the hose connecting the vezin sampler, $1, to the top tank had become clogged
with coal particles (caused by too slight a downward slope of the connecting
hose and intermittent sagging).
During the hour-long test however, the proble.m with the Netzsch grinder had
been traced to a defective RPM meter and it was possible to proceed with the
next test (with the grinder in line). The RPM meter indicated a lower RPM than
that at which the mill was actually operating. The meter was drifting lower as
time went on. As the throttle on the mill was increased to compensate for the
apparent low speed, the grinder drew too much power and shut down. On advice
from Netzsch, the grinder was set to run at a power consumption of between 6
and 7 amps. At this setting, the grinder performe_ well as evidenced by the
PSDs presented in appendix F.
Test 1 Loq
Title : Feed - NO Grinder - Jpper Freeport (FNGU)
Coal Type : Upper Freeport (see appendix D)
Date : 7-30-90
Multistage Sampler Speed : 32 RPM
Q0 : approximately 15 i/min ( * calculated)
Qc : approximately 0.75 I/min ( * calculated)
% Solids entering Vezin Sampler: approximately 6.6 %
Qp_: 6.3 1/min
Dilution Ratio - 6.3/.75 +I - 9.4:1
Grinder : Not Used




CLOG IN LINE BETWEEN VEZIN SAMPLER AND MULTISTAGE SAMPLER
•NOTE_. Calculated Flow rates
Q0 " [(VOL_)/(DELTA TIME)]/[(0.05)x(0.95)]
Qc " 0.05 x Q0
COLLECTED APPROX. WT.
SAMPLE
SQ3-1 ( 3,600 g)
REFERENCE (82,600 g) OVER 117 MINS
WELL H20 ( 1,000 g)
Fraction of Process Stream Sampled:
F - (F,0) (F,I) (F_,)
- (0.05) (0.05) (0.075') - 1.41 x 10-5
or 70,900 :1
6-2
6.2 Test 2: Feed - Grinder - Upper Freeport (see Fig. 6.2)
With the Netzsch grinder problem overcome, the 5 % cut from the first vezin
sampler was directed to the Netzsch grinder feed pump. A drip solution of
anti-foam agent (approximately 0.2 ml/min of Colloid 642, Colloids Inc.,
Newark, N.J.) and I ml/min of dispersant (IGEPAL CO-630 surfactant, GAF
Chemicals Corp., Wayne, N.J.) was started at the same time. The reference
sample was started approximately 10 minutes prior to the first sample
extraction from the multistage sampler.
As a result of problems encountered during the pretesting with the small
peristaltic pump tubing and fittings, the output of the last stage of sampling
was equipped with larger diameter tubing . This tubing worked extremely well
in that it did not clog, however the velocity of slurry through the tubing was
so slow that it made opacity readings impractical (by the time slurry reached
the opacity meter, the measurement time was over and the slurry was diverted
back to the sample container SC4). The tubing connection between the sampler
output and the sample container SC4 was made as short as practical by placing
the peristaltic pump on the floor of the multistage sampler (see photographs
in section 10).
The pressure sensor and software which controlled the fluid level in the
vessel collecting the slurry worked very effectively to minimize and stabilize
the inventory of slurry in the path between the sampler and the sample
container 5C4.
During the test, a layer of foam would slowly build on the surface of the
slurry in the top mixing tank (the water level in this tank was always above
the top of the overflow tube). Periodically the top tank was agitated by hand
to mix the foam with the bulk of the slurry and allow it to enter the overflow
tube.
Also during the course of this test, it was decided to draw off a sample
(SQ3') of the waste slurry exiting the second stage of the multistage sampler
for purposes of having a relatively large slurry specimen on which to
calibrate the opacity meter and the ICP during the post-site laboratory
testing at the B&W research center. This was an unplanned sample and no
provision had been made to assure that a representative sample could be taken
at the waste drain. This sample would be necessary since all samples which
were sent to the Homer City Coal Lab (samples SC4'-1 to 8) would be totally
consumed and the samples obtained for ICP testing at B&W (samples SC4-I to 8)
were quite small (approx. 50 ml each). The configuration of the waste exit
piping is shown in figures 6.5 - 6.6. Although the configuration might
prevent a perfectly representative sample from being obtained, it was felt
that an unrepresentative sample of the field slurry would be better for
calibration purposes than a laboratory prepared sample.
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The test was concluded when C.Q. had exhausted the coal that they had loaded on
the previous work day.
Test 2 Loq
Title : Feed - Grinder - Upper Freeport (FGU)
Coal Type : Upper Freeport (see appendix D)
Date : 7-30-90
Multistage Sampler Speed : 28 RPM
Q0 : approximately 17 I/rain ( * calculated)
Qc : approximately 0.85 i/rain ( * calculated)
% Solids entering Grinder : approximately 6.4 %
QF2:8.0 - 10.3 i/rain (flow meter reading)
Dilution Ratio - 9.15/.85 +1 - 11.8:1
Grinder : Netzsch LME4 In Line (1 mm dia. balls)
Dispersant : approx. 1 ml/rain IGEPAL 630 Surfactant (GAF)
Anti-Foam : approx. 0.2 ml/rain of Colloid 642
Grinder : Run at 7 - 9 amps.
Grinder Output Temperature : 50 - 57 C
18:05 BEGIN REFERENCE SAMPLE
18:18 START SC4-i & SC4'-1
18:30 REMOVE SC4-1 & SC4'-1
START OPACITY READING
18:33 START SC4-2 & SC4'-2
18:50 STOP SC4-2 & SC4'-2
START OPACITY READING
18:53 START SC4-3 & SC4'-3
19:05 STOP SC4-3 & SC4'-3
TAKE OPACITY READING
RECOGNIZE FUTILITY OF TAKING OPACITY READING
19:08 START SC4-4 & SC4'-4
19:20 STOP SC4-4 & SC4'-4
START SC4-5 & 5C4'-5
19:35 STOP SC4-5 & SC4'-5
START 5C4-6 & SC4'-6
19:50 STOP SC4-6 & SC4'-6
START SC4-7 & SC4'-7
20:05 STOP SC4-7 & SC4'-7
START SC4-8 & SC4'-8
20:15 LINE FROM VEZIN SAMPLER TO MULTISTAGE SAMPLER CLOGGED
STOP REFERENCE SAMPLE
20:18 STOP SC4-8 & SC4'-8
•NOTE: Calculated Flow rates
Q0 = [(VOL_r) / (DELTA TIME) ]/[ (0.05)x(0.95) ]
Q_ t 0.05 x Q0
COLLECTED APPROX. WT.
SAMPLE
SC4 -I THRU 8 ( 65 g EACH)
SC4'-I THRU 8 (750 g EACH)
REFERENCE (i07,100 g) OVER 130 MINS
SQ3'-I (2,000 g)
Fraction of Process Stream Sapled:
F - (F,0) (F.I) (F,s,)
- (0.05) (0.05) (0.0753 )
- 1.06 x 10 .6
or 940,000:1
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6.3 Test 3: Concentrate - Grinder - Oklahoma (Figure 6.3)
The next opportunity to test coal slurry at the C.Q. facility was presented on
a project aimed at determining the parameters associated with cleaning of an
Oklahoma bituminous coal. Prior to this test, the tubing connecting the
output of the sampler, the peristaltic pump, and the opacity meter was
redesigned to provide larger tubing in the regions where clogs had been
troublesome and smaller diameter tubing in the longer lengths (e.g. around the
peristaltic pump head). With the exception of a sliver of plastic gettinj
caught in a fitting (4 of 12 opacity measurements were missed as a result) the
system performed exceptionally well and was trouble free. Once again, the Y-
connection was switched by hand operated pinch valves to avoid having both
legs closed simultaneously.
Since C.Q. Inc. required their own samples for these tests, they attached a
third vezin sampler to the two vezin samplers which B&W had installed. This
required that the tripod on which the vezin samplers were mounted be raised
approximately 8". This additional height was also desirable for the test
which would be run on unground coal slurry to provide a greater slope for
slurry to travel between the outlet of the first vezin sampler and the top
mixing tank of the multistage sampler. The C.Q. supplied vezin sampler had a
slight overflow problem throughout the test. It was later discovered (during
test # 4) that the sampler inlet had been assembled 180 degrees out of phase
with the sample outlet, resulting in the overflow condition. In general, the
vezin samplers supplied by Denver Equipment were not very precisely manufac-
tured and should not be considered extremely accurate.
As the C.Q. test began, the flow to the first vezin sampler was much below the
expected 20 liter/minute. B&W waited until the flow could be increased.
After much discussion, it was determined that the Oklahoma coal had very few
fines (the coal was not _round in the ball grinder and thus the only fines
were the natural fines). At that point in time it was decided to use the
throughput of the third vezin sampler as the input to the grinder (since this
approximated the 1 liter/min flow upon which the equipment was designed) and
divert the 5 % cut from the first vezin sampler to the reference sample. The
arrangement of equipment for this test is depicted in figure 6.3.
As with test # 2, a steady drip of anti-foam and dispersant was added to the
inlet of the grinder feed pump. Also, as in test # 2, an unrepresentative
slurry sample from the waste drain of the second sampler stage was collected
for calibration purposes (SQ3') . Prior to conducting this test, a small
plastic funnel was inserted onto the overflow tube of the top mixing tank of
the multistage sampler (see figure 5.2). The purpose of the funnel was to
attempt to allow foam buildup in this tank to overflow into the tube more
regularly (in the previous test the water level in the tank would sometimes be
approximately 1 " above the top of the overflow tube and thus the foam would
sit on the water surface and build up). The funnel worked as planned and no




Title : Concentrate - Grinder - Oklahoma (CGO)
Coal Type : Oklahoma Bituminous (see appendix D)
Date : 8-01-90
Multistage Sampler Speed : 42 RPM
Q0 : approximately 2 i/rain ( * calculated)
Qc : approximately 1.6 I/rain ( * calculated)
% Solids entering Grinder : approximately 24 %
Q,2: 9.0 i/min
Dilution Ratio -9.00/1.6 +i - 6.6:1
Grinder : Netzsch LME4 In Line (i mm dia. balls)
Dispersant : dpprox, I ml/min IGEPAL 630 Surfactant (GAF)
Anti-Foam : approx. 0.2 ml/min of Colloid 642
Grinder : Run at 6 - 7 amps.
Grinder Output Temperature : 42 - 48 C
10:20 TAKE PUSH WATER (CLAR. H20) SAMPLE
13 :08 START REFERENCE SAMPLE
13:15 START SC4-I & SC4'-I
13:30 STOP SC4-I & SC4'-I
TAKE OPACITY READING
13:32 START SC4-2 & SC4'-2
13:45 STOP SC4-2 & SC4'-2
TAKE OPACITY READING
13:47 START SC4-3 & SC4'-3
14:00 STOP SC4-3 & SC4'-3
TAKE OPACITY READING
14:02 START SC4-4 & SC4'-4
14:04-2:11 COLLECT SAMPLE FROM BACK OF SECOND MIX TANK
14:15 STOP SC4-4 & SC4'-4
TAKE OPACITY READING
14:17 START SC4-5 & SC4'-5
14:30 STOP SC4--5 & SC4'-5
TAKE OPACITY READING (CLOG IN LINE Y-CONNECTOR)
14:32 START SC4-6 & SC4'-6
14:45 STOP SC4-6 & SC4'-6
14:46 START SC4-7 & SC4'-7
15:00 STOP SC4-7 & SC4'-7
15:01 START SC4-8 & SC4'-8
15:14 STOP SC4-8 & SC4'-8
15:16 START SC4-9 & SC4'-9
15:17 CLOG CLEARED AND OPACITY AGAIN WORKING
15:32 STOP SC4-9 & SC4'-9
TAKE OPACITY READING
15:34 START SC4-I0 & SC4'-I0
15:49 STOP SC4-I0 & SC4'-I0
TAKE OPACITY READING
15:50 START SC4-II & SC4'-II
16:05 STOP SC4-II & SC4'-II
TAKE OPACITY READING
16:06 START SC4-12& SC4'-12
16 :II STOP REFERENCE SAMPLE
16:22 STOP SC4-12 & SC4'-12
TAKE OPACITY READING




Q0 " [(VOL_r)/(DELTA TIME)]/[(0.05) ]
Qc " 0.95 x 0.95 x 0.90 x Q0
COLLECTED APPROX. WT.
SAMPLE
SC4 -I THRU 12 ( 60 g EACH)
SC4'-I THRU 12 ( 700 g EACH)
REFERENCE (18,200 g) OVER 183 MINS
SQ3'-I ( 4,000 g)
CLAR. H,O ( 2, 000 g)
Fraction of Process Stream Sampled:
F - (F.o) (F,I) (F,2) (F,_) (F,_s)
- (0.05) (0.95) (0.95) (0.90) (0.075')
- 1.71 x 10-5
' or 58,500:1
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6.4 Test 4: Feed - No Grinder - Oklahoma (Figure 6.4)
As a result of the low volume problem with the concentrate from the froth
flotation tank and the inability to arrange the vezin samplers in such a way
that the output of the third sampler was at an elevation above the top ntixing
tank of the multistage sampler, it was decided to execute the last test using
froth feed.
To avoid the hose clogging problem that was encountered during test # I, the
entire vezin san_pler tripod was raised approximately 8" and a piece of angle
iron was placed between the output of the first vezin sandier and the top of
the top mixing tank. The 5 % cutter hose was placed inside the angle iron and
thus guided it at a constant slope without any sags.
The arrangen_nt of ec_ipment for this test is depicted in figure 6.4. An
additional unplanned sample of slurry was obtained by extracting slurry from
the top m/xing tank through a peristaltic pun_ tube suspended at approximately
m/d depth in the tank. This sample, labeled ST1-1, was sent to the Hon_r City
Coal Lab for analysis.
A sample of the waste at the drain of the second stage sampler (SQ3') was also
collected for PSD analysis at B&W.
Test 4 Loq
Title : Feed - NO Grinder - Oklahoma (FNGO)
Coal Type : Oklahoma Bituminous (see appendix D)
Date : 8-07-90
Multistage Sampler Speed : 40 RPM
Mixer Speed (all) : 333 RPM
Q0 : approximately 8 i/min ( * calculated)
Qc : approximately 0.4 i/rain ( * calculated)
% Solids entering Vezin Sampler: approximately 8 %
QP2: 7.3 i/rain
Dilution Ratio = 7.30/.40 +I - 19.2:1
Grinder : Not Used
9:30 BEGIN REFERENCE SAMPLE
9:40 START SQ3-1
START ST1-1
12:55 STOP REFERENCE SAMPLE
13:05 STOP SQ3-1
STOP ST1-1
•NOTE: Calculated Flow rates
Q0 = [ (VOL_r) / (DELTA TIME) ]/[ (0.05)x(0.95) ]
Q_ = 0.05 x Q0
COLLECTED APPROX. WT.
SAMPLE
SQ3-1 ( 8, I00 g)
ST1-1 ( 3,400 g)
REFERENCE (80,000 g) OVER 205 MINS
CLAR. H20 ( 2,000 g)
WELL H20 ( 2,000 g)
Fraction of Process Stream Sampled:
F - (F,0) (F,:) (F,_s) z
- (0.05) (0.05) (0.075) - 1.41 x 10-5
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7.0 DESCRIPTION OF LABORATORY TESTS ON FIELD COLLECTED SAMPLES
Laboratory testing of field collected samples was performed at the Homer City
Coal Lab (conventional assay) and at B&W PDD Lab (PSD, ICP, & conventional
assay). The types of assay performed on the individual samples and the lab
performing the assays are outlined in figures 7.1 - 7.4. Reference samples
were collected during all four tests for the purpose of defining the coal
composition in the slurry prior to entering the analyzer's sample preparation
system.
Tests 1 and 4 bypassed the grinder and provided a basis for determining how
well the sampling system performed on unground (i.e. -I00 mesh) coal. These
tests were of interest because a sampling system which can representatively
cut a slurry stream to a very small fraction of the "mother" stream, may have
important commercial application, even without an ICP (e.g. the ability to
obtain a small sample for off-line assay).
Tests 2 and 3 utilized the entire sample preparation system including the
grinder, the opacity meter, and the control system. The small slurry samples
obtained from these tests were analyzed by ICP at B&W.
7.1 Disposition of Samples Obtained During Test #I (See Fig. 7.1)
Both samples collected during test # 1 (reference and SQ3-1) were sent to the
Homer City (H.C.) Coal Lab for assay. The samples contained unground coal
(i.e. -I00 mesh coal slurry). The large volume reference sample was filtered
through five 25 micron filters and the solids were analyzed by conventional
methods described in appendix H. The smaller volume sample, SQ3-1, was
filtered through a single 2.5 micron filter and the solids analyzed in a
manner identical to that used for the reference sample. The mean particle
size of the coal in both slurry samples is approximately 85 microns with 25 %
of particles less than 25 microns and 3 % of particles less than 2.5 microns.
Although the difference in filter sizes has the potential to make the
comparison of results of the two samples difficult, the H.C. Coal Lab
supervisor stated that the 25 micron filters become clogged rapidly and
actually act as much finer filters.
7.2 Disposition of Samples Obtained During Test #2 (See Fig. 7.2)
The reference sample and the eight "flow-through" samples, SC4'-I to 8,
collected at the last stage of sampling, were sent to the Homer City Coal Lab
for conventional assay. The "final" samples, SC4-I to 8, from the last stage
of the multistage sampler were returned to B&W for opacity testing and ICP
analysis. An additional sample, SQ3'-I, was obtained from the "flow-through"
of the second sampling stage and was returned to B&W. This sample was
collected unscientifically from the end of a 30' collapsible hose running from
the drain pipe on the second sampling stage to the waste sump at the Homer
City site (see fig. 6.5). The purpose of this sample was to provide a
relatively large volume of the ground slurry for experimentation and
calibration at B&W (since the SC4 samples were of such small volume, they
could not be "wasted" by using them to perform shakedown, calibration, and PSD
testing).
At the Homer City Coal Lab, the reference sample was filtered through five 25
micron filters and the solids assayed. The eight SC4' samples were filtered
through single 2.5 micron filters and assayed in the same manner as the
reference sample (with the exception that the analysis of the major elements
in the ash was not performed).
Particle size distribution in the reference sample is similar to that of the
reference sample in test i. Mean particle size of the coal in the ground
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slurry samples (SC4, SC4', & SQ3') is approximately 6 m/crons with 30 % of the
particles less than 2.5 microns, 1% less than 0.5 microns, and 1.6 % of the
particles greater than 19 microns.
At B&W, the eight slurry samples, SC4-I to 8, were diluted 5:1 with distilled
water. The dilution was considered necessary since the sample volumes were
small and, prior to performing ICP analysis, the samples were "run" through
the opacity meter (note that the opacity meter did not operate properly in the
field test, as described in section 6). The dilution made possible both the
opacity testing and ICP testing without seriously depleting the sample volume.
The eight SC4 samples were "run" through the opacity meter to determine %-
solids. During this operation, less than I0 mi of slurry was removed from the
slurry samples through a peristaltic pump. The slurry container was agitated
by an electric mixer during the opacity testing. The eight samples were then
analyzed by ICP using the ARL MDSN (suspended solids) nebulizer. Again the
slurry was under constant agitation. Upon completion of the ICP analysis, the
slurries were allowed to settle overnight and approximately 50 ml of clear
fluid from the top of the slurry was poured off, through a 2.5 micron filter
(for safety) and the filtrates were analyzed by ICP using the Meinhardt
(dissolved solids) nebulizer. Placing the filtrate in a clear glass beaker
and holding it to a light revealed perfectly clear and transparent fluid with
no trace of particles visible to the naked eye.
The SQ3'-I "calibration" sample was riffled into eight approximately equal
volumes by inserting an electric mixer and one end of a peristaltic pump tube
into the original container and filling eight new containers in series, as de-
scribed below (prior to riffling, the original container was weighed):
The eight new containers were weighed. Approximately 5 ml was
pumped into container I, then 5 ml into container 2 ...... etc (the 5
ml volumes are approximate - the actual process was timed with a
stopwatch). This process was repeated until all but the last I0 %
of slurry in the original container had been riffled into the eight
new containers. The eight containers were again weighed. A precise
weight of distilled water was then added to the original container
and the riffling process repeated until the original container was
empty. The eight new containers were weighed a final time. Based
upon the weights recorded, a precise weight of distilled water was
then added to each of the eight new containers to bring the
laboratory dilution to 2:1 in each container.
The eight new samples were labeled SQ3'-IA through lH. Various tests on these
samples were conducted at the B&W RDD chemistry lab:
a Sample FGU-SQ3'-ID was shaken vigorously and approximately I00 g was
poured off and analyzed for PSD. The remainder of the sample was
dried in an oven, the residue weighed, and the % total (suspended
and dissolved) solids computed. The dry residue was then analyzed
for total sulfur.
b Sample FGU-SQ3'-IG was shaken vigorously and approximately 100 g of
slurry was poured off. This I00 g was poured through a 0.45 micron
filter. The filter residue was dried, weighed and the dry residue
was analyzed for total sulfur and % ash. The filtrate was analyzed
by ICP using the Meinhardt (dissolved solids) nebulizer.
c Sample FGU-SQ3'-IE was shaken vigorously and approximately I00 g of
slurry was poured off. This I00 g was poured through a 0.45 micron
filter. The filter residue was dried, weighed and the % suspended
solids was computed. The residue was then analyzed for total
sulfur.
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d Sample FGU-SQ3'-IH was poured, in its entirety, through a 0.45
micron filter. A precise weight of distilled water was then added
to the empty container and its contents poured through the 0.45
micron filter. The filter residue was dried, weighed and the %
suspended solids was computed. The dry residue was divided into two
specimens, on which total sulfur and % ash content were determined.
e Sample FGU-SQ3'-IC was further riffled into six containers in a
manner similar to that used to riffle the original SQ3'-I sample and
each diluted to a different %-solids:
FGU-SQ3'-IC-I, 0.05 % tot solids, 0.038% susp solids, 585 g
FGU-SQ3'-IC-2, 0.08 % tot solids, 0.060% susp solids, 357 g
FGU-SQ3'-IC-3, 0.II % tot solids, 0.083% susp solids, 264 g
FGU-SQ3'-IC-4, 0.14 % tot solids, 0.105% susp solids, 202 g
FGU-SQ3'-IC-5, 0.17 % tot solids, 0.128% susp solids, 165 g
FGU-SQ3'-IC-6, 0.20 % tot solids, 0.150% susp solids, 146 g
These six samples were used to calibrate the opacity meter (as described in
section 8) and sample FGU-SQ3'-IC-I was used to make preliminary checks on the
ICP during set-up of the MDSN nebulizer. The suspended solids are computed by
multiplying the total solids by the ratio of (% susp. solids/ %tot. solids),
or 0.54/0.72 (see table 8.2.2, results of test # 2, samples SQ3'-ID & SQ3'-
IH).
7.3 Disposition of Samples Obtained during Test #3 (See Fig. 7.3)
With minor differences, the disposition of the slurry samples obtained during
test # 3 is identical to that of test # 2. The differences include:
a) At site, the reference sample was collected in two separate
containers. The flow from the concentrate tanks was very low and it
was initially believed that the reference sample could be collected
in a single small container. When this proved inadequate, a second
container was utilized. At the test's conclusion, the first
container was emptied into the second (larger) container and the
first container was rinsed twice with deionized water and poured
into the second. A total of 3.5 liters of deionized water was used
for the rinse. At the Homer City Coal Lab, the reference sample was
filtered through five 25 micron filters prior to assay of the solids
(as was the case for reference samples from tests 1 & 2).
b) Twelve, rather than eight, SC4 and SC4' samples were obtained.
Other than this difference, the samples were handled in a manner
identical to that of test # 2.
c) The "calibration" sample was riffled into I0 containers (versus 8
for test # 2) and diluted i:I (versus 2:1 for test # 2). In
addition, significantly more caution was exercised in obtaining this
sample. In test # 2, the sample was extracted at the end of a 30'
collapsible hose and during test # 3, it was extracted at the drain
pipe exit of the second sampler stage (see figure 6.5).
d) Particle size distribution in the reference sample is similar to
that of the reference sample in tests 1 & 2. Mean particle size of
the coal in the ground slurry samples (SC4, SC4', & SQ3') is
approximately 8 microns with 18 % of the particles less than 2.5
microns, 1% of the particles less than 0.5 microns, and 7 % of the
particles greater than 19 microns.
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e) The CGO-SQ3'-IG sample was riffled into six containers and diluted
as follows:
CGO-SQ3'-IG-I, 0.289% tot solids, 0.276% susp solids, 952 g
CGO-SQ3'-IG-2, 0.595% tot solids, 0.567% susp solids, 482 g
CGO-SQ3'-IG-3, 0.733% tot solids, 0.699% susp solids, 343 g
CGO-SQ3'-IG-4, 0.935% tot solids, 0.891% susp solids,291 g
CGO-SQ3'-IG-5, 1.101% tot solids, 1.050% susp solids,266 g
CGO-SQ3'-IG-6, 1.70 % tot solids, 1.621% susp solids, 166 g
These six samples were used to calibrate the opacity meter (as described in
section 8) and sample FGU-SQ3'-IG-1 was used to make preliminary checks on the
ICP during set-up of the MDSN nebulizer. The suspended solids are computed by
multiplying the total solids by the ratio of (% susp. solids/ %tot. solids),
or 4.08/4.28 (see table 8.3.2, results of test # 3, samples SQ3'-ID & SQ3'-
lH).
7.4 Disposition of Samples Obtained during Test #4 (See Fig. 7.4)
The handling of the reference sample and the sample SQ3-1 were identical to
that of test # I (.i.e. reference sample filtered through five 25 micron
filters and sample SQ3-1 was filtered through a single 2.5 micron filter.
Both samples were assayed at the Homer City Coal Lab.)
In addition, sample ST1-1 was obtained by drawing off a the top mixing tank at
a low, but constant rate through the Gilson peristaltic pump. This sample was
also sent to the Homer City Coal Lab and filtered through a single 2.5 micron
filter prior to analysis of solids. Although this sampling method does not
guarantee a representative sample, it was relatively easy to obtain and was of
interest.
All coal slurry sampled during this test was unground (mean particle size of
the coal is approximately 85 microns with 25 % of particles and 3 % of
particles less than 25 microns and 2.5 microns, respectively).
7.5 Opacity/Solids Testing on Field Collected Slurries
The opacity meter was used on-line in the field for tests 2 & 3. As mentioned
earlier, however, the results were usable only for test # 3 (8 of 12
measurements), lt was therefore desirable to reanalyze the field collected
slurries, SC4, for %-solids by opacity at the B&W research facility subsequent
to the field tests.
The equipment setup used for the laboratory testing was identical to the field
setup with the exception that level regulation equipment (i.e. bottom sampler


























8.0 PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The main purpose of the current program was to measure sulfur and ash content
of the slurry streams at the Homer City test site. As described earlier, a
reference sample was collected in an undiluted (i.e. same consistency as the
process stream) and unground condition and, depending on the test, various
samples were collected at exit locations of the multistage sampling system.
Certain of the field collected samples were analyzed at the Homer City Coal Lab
and the remainder at B&W by a variety of methods, including ICP analysis of
slurry.
Tests 1 & 4 were conducted solely to demonstrate the representativeness of
sampling on unground (i.e. -100 mesh) coal slurry while tests 2 & 3 were
conducted to demonstrate the representativeness of sampling on ground samples
as well as evaluate the performance of the of ICP measurement of sulfur and
ash. The results of each test are discussed individually since the data
reduction process varies from test to test.
8.1 Sulfur and Ash Results, Test # 1
Test # 1 was conducted on the froth flotation feed stream of an Upper Freeport
coal with the grinder bypassed. Only two samples were collected, the reference
sample and the "well water" diluted sample at the exit of the second stage of
the multistage sampling system, SQ3-1 (see figure 6.1). The dilution ratio of
well water to slurry entering the multistage sampler was approximately 9:1 (see
section 6.1). The well water contained a large amount of dissolved sulfur but
was relatively low in all other elements (see table 8.2.5).
The most important parameters for test # i slurries are described in table
8.1.1 and the laboratory results are presented in table 8.1.2. Both the
reference sample and the exit sample, SQ3-1, have the same particle size
distribution but, as noted in table 8.1.1, the Homer City Coal lab filtered the
two samples differently - the reference sample was filtered using five 25
micron filters in series and the exit sample was filtered through a single 2.5
micron filter. The slurries had a particle size distribution in which 25 % of
the particles were smaller than 25 microns and 3 % of the particles smaller
than 2.5 microns. Considering the fact that the % suspended solids measured in
the two slurries are in good agreement (7 % according to table 8.1.2), after
accounting for the dilution ratio of approximately 9:1, the five 25 micron
filters in series must not have passed a significant amount of particles
smaller than 25 microns.
Comparing the concentrations of elements and of ash in the two slurries (see
table 8.1.2 and figure 8.1.1) reveals that, of the major elements in coal (i.e.
S, Si, Al, & Fe), S and Fe in the exit sample are approximately 20 % lower than
the reference sample while the Si and AI are in good agreement. Of the
remaining elements that are present in more than negligible quantities (CA, Mg,
& K), the Ca is approximately 50 % lower in the exit sample while the Mg and K
are in good agreement. Both the measured and calculated (using CONAC
equations) ash in sample SQ3-1 are approximately 10 % lower than in the
reference sample (see appendix C for a discussion of the algorithm for
calculating % ash). The discrepancies may be due to one or more of the
following:
a Use of different filters sizes during laboratory sample preparation.
b The clog which occurred in the slurry hose connecting the vezin
sampler to the multistage sampler toward the end of the test (see
section 6.1).
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c Leeching of the elements Ca and Mg (and to a lesser extent S) out of
the coal into the well water diluted sample SQ3-1. The well water is
nearly saturated with S but almost free of Ca and Mg. The Plant
water is nearly saturated with all three elements. The forms of the
remaining elements in the Upper Freeport coal are not soluble in
water. (This phenomena is discussed in detail in the next section).
d Insufficient agitation of the mixing tanks for the unground coal
(this could result in a longer delay time for the tanks to reach
steady state).
e Error introduced by the commercially obtained vezin samplers.
Considering the above listed potential sources of error, the agreement between
the reference sample and sample SQ3-1 is excellent and demonstrates the








8.2 Sulfur and Ash Results, Test # 2
Test # 2 was conducted on the froth feed stream of an Upper Freeport coal with
the grinder in-line. In addition to the unground reference sample, eight
pairs of samples were collected sequentially in time at the exit of the third
(bottom) sampling stage (SC4-I thru 8) of the multistage sampler and at the
drain of the third sampling stage (SC4'-I thru 8) as shown in figure 6.2. The
dilution ratio of well water to slurry entering the multistage sampler was
approximately 12:1 (see section 6.2). The well water contained a large amount
of dissolved sulfur but was relatively low in all other elements (see table
8.2.5). A "calibration" sample was also collected at the drain of the second
stage sampler (SQ3'-I). This calibration sample was subsequently divided and
diluted and used to calibrate the opacity meter, test for PSDs, and check out
the ICP - making it possible to conduct these checks without depleting the
small volume samples collected at SC4.
8.2.1 Results Summary
The most important parameters for test # 2 are presented in table 8.2.1 for
the slurry samples and in table 8.2.3 for the filtrate of these slurry
samples. Filtrates of certain samples were prepared for ICP testing of
background levels subsequent to ICP testing of the slurries themselves.
The reduced results of conventional testing and ICP testing are summarized in
table 8.2.2. The results of individual elemental concentrations are separated
into two categories - the first assuming 85 % ICP recovery on slurry elements
and the second assuming I00 % ICP recovery. The details of these computations
are presented and discussed in later tables. The title "85 % ICP RECOVERY"
pertains only to those quantities determined by ICP analysis (i.e. samples
SC4-I to 8). The assumed value of 85 % ICP recovery was selected after both
ICP and conventional analysis was performed on the "riffles" of the
calibration samples, SQ3'-I, collected during test # 2 and test # 3.
Comparison of the ICP calculated sulfur concentration (sample SQ3'-IC-I) to
the sulfur concentration based on conventional assay (sample SQ3'-IH)
indicates that the ICP was operating at approximately 90 % recovery on test #
2's calibration sample and 85 % on test # 3's calibration sample. Studying
the results of all ICP analysis of field samples (i.e. FGU-SC4-1 to 8 for test
# 2 and CGO-SC4-1 to 12 for test # 3), it was surmised that the ICP was
operating over a range of 80 % - 90 % recovery for sulfur. Therefore the
value of 85 % was selected and used for all data reduction. The results for
the theoretically achievable I00 % ICP recovery are also presented for
information. The % recovery which would have to be assumed to make ICP slurry
analysis agree with analysis of ash of the same sample (SQ3'-IC-I) is
presented in Table 8.2.7b.
The %-solids listed in table 8.2.2 are referenced back to the "as collected in
the field" condition (i.e. including site dilution with well water but not the
later laboratory dilution with deionized water). The only exception to this
is for the second lines labeled "AVG SC4-I to 8" and "AVG SC4'-I to 8" (at the
bottom of the table). For these data rows, the average %-solids in the
samples are multiplied by the ratio of (QG/QP2 +I) in order to make a
comparison to the %-solids in the reference sample possible (i.e. 6.44 % &
6.38 % versus 6.40 %, which is excellent agreement considering the fact that
the flow meter reading during the field testing varied by as much as +/- 0.5
i/min).
The calculated ash concentrations are computed using the CONAC equation (ref.
16). The explicit formulation is listed at the bottom of table 8.2.2 and is
discussed in appendix C. Since the CONAC equation requires the knowledge of
the ash concentration prior to computing the contribution of Mg, an estimate
of the ash concentration, using the first seven terms of the equation (which
are known in advance), is used in the computation of Mg contribution.
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The lines labeled "AVG ..... " at the bottom of table 8.2.2 were computed based
on straight averages (rather than a mass weighted average) of the 8 quantities
listed in the columns directly above them. The purpose of computing average
values of the eight individual samples is to make possible a single comparison
to the reference sample. This comparison is presented graphically in figure
8.2.1. From this figure it is seen that the %-solids in the reference sample
and the average of the eight SC4' samples are in excellent agreement. The
average of the eight "opacity determined" %-solids is also in excellent
agreement with the former. The average calculated ash in the eight SC4
samples is considerably lower than the calculated ash in the reference sample
and the average measured ash in the SC4' samples is higher than the measured
ash in the reference sample. The average sulfur content in the SC4 and SC4'
samples is in very good agreement with the reference sample. No measurements
were made on the SC4'-samples at the Homer City Coal Lab for elements other
than S, therefore the remaining elemental comparisons are made between the ICP
results and the reference sample results only. This comparison indicates that
Si and A1 concentrations determined by ICP are substantially lower than those
in the reference sample, while Fe concentration is higher. The concentrations
of Ca and Mg are in good agreement.
The results indicate that the sampling system performed well but that the ICP-
analysis was marginal at best.
8.2.2 ICP Results Prior to Correction for Low ICP Recovery
The parameters for test 2 are repeated in table 8.2.3 for the slurry samples,
the filtrates of slurry samples, site well water samples, and site clarified
water samples. All slurry samples were analyzed by ICP prior to filtering to
collect filtrate. In the case of clarified water, only the filtrates were
analyzed and in the case of well water, no solids were present in the field
collected samples.
The raw results, in PPM, of the ICP tests are presented in table 8.2.4. The %
suspended solids are "as analyzed" by ICP (rather than being referenced back
to the field collected condition, as is the case in other tables). The
individual concentrations of each element are listed for the slurry and for
the filtrate (i.e. background). The slurries were nebulized to the ICP using
the ARL MDSN nebulizer while the filtrates were nebulized With a Meinhardt
nebulizer, which is the standard nebulizer for solutions.
In table 8.2.5, the results of table 8.2.4 have been increased by the dilution
ratio + 1 (e.g. in the case of sample SC4-I, the S content in the slurry -
(5+1)'146 = 876 and the S content of the filtrate = (5+1)'131 = 786). Note
that since the well water and clarified water were never diluted, the raw ICP
results in table 8.2.4 are identical to the results presented in table 8.2.5.
Also note that, although all slurry samples for this test (with the exception
of the reference sample, which was not analyzed by ICP) were diluted with well
water in the multistage sampling system by an approximate ratio of 12:1, the
dilution ratio shown in the rightmost column of table 8.2.5 represents only
the additional dilution performed at the B&W lab using high purity water.
There are two very notable aspects of the results presented in table 8.2.5:
a The concentration of elements in the filtrate (background) of the
slurries is higher than that in the plant well water and, with the
exception of Ca, higher than that in the plant clarified water as
well. This is a result of the significant dilution of the field
slurries with high purity water at the B&W lab (recall that the
values in this table were corrected upward to be consistent with the
site collected %-solids) . The implication is that the plant
clarified water is saturated with the elements S, Ca, and Mg and the
well water is saturated with the element S. The dilution with site
well water permitted leeching of the elements Ca & Mg into solution
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and the laboratory dilution with high purity water, therefore,
permitted additional leeching of these elements as well as leeching
of the element S. These results also imply that the forms of S, Ca,
and Mg found in the Upper Freeport coal are, to a large degree,
soluble in water, while the Si, Al, and Fe are only minimally
soluble in water.
b In many of the samples, the background levels of S, Ca, and Mg (as
measured by ICP using Meinhardt nebulizer) are larger than those in
the slurry (as measured by ICP using MDSN nebulizer). Therefore the
ICP must be operating at less than I00 % recovery for one or both of
the nebulizers. Since the filtrates are solutions and were
nebulized with a proven nebulizer (Meinhardt), there is little doubt
that almost all of the error is associated with slurry nebulization
(using ARL MDSN nebulizer, which was shown to give less than I00 %
recovery during the study phase of the current project - see ref.
1). This "less than 100 ICP % recovery" in the slurries combined
with high background levels of S, Ca, and Mg create a serious
potential for error in the measurement of element concentrations in
the dry product. One is strongly tempted to use one of the elements
which is not found in the plant water and which is nearly insoluble
in water (such as Si, Al, or Fe) to determine the actual recovery of
the ICP. However, the testing conducted during the study phase of
the project indicated that the recovery of individual elements is
not identical for the same slurry. This effect is most likely due
to the fact that the proportions of each slurry element which are
present in solid and solution form vary significantly from element
to element and due to elements not being evenly distributed among
all particle sizes.
After completing ICP analysis on the calibration slurry sample (SQ3'-1C-1) and
its filtrate and comparing the sulfur result to the B&W lab result on a
different "riffle" of that same sample (SQ3'-IH), a value of 90 % ICP recovery
for sulfur can be deduced (the same analysis for the calibration sample for
test 3, discussed in the next section, leads to an 85 % ICP recovery
conclusion). After viewing the results of the data reduction at a number of
different assumed % ICP recoveries, the value of 85 % was decided upon for
data presentation. This may not be appropriate for all sl_rry samples or for
all elements_ but it permits a consistent presentation format.
The concentrations of elements (determined by ICP) in the slurries are plotted
in figure 8.2.2 as a function of sample number (i.e. essentially a function of
time). The values are those listed in table 8.2.5 - referenced to the field
collected conditions (i.e. pre-laboratory dilution).
Figures 8.2.3 - 8.2.5 present a comparison of the element concentrations in
the slurry and the filtrate for those elements which are soluble in water (S0
Ca, and Mg). These plots demonstrate the problem, discussed above, of back-
ground levels being higher than slurry levels.
8.2.3 ICP Results After Correction for Low ICP Recovery
As mentioned earlier, a decision to assume 85 % recovery for presentation of
results was made after inspecting the calibration results and after viewing
the reduced results at a number of assumed % recoveries. Table 8.2.6 contains
the raw ICP data from the ICP slurry testing (three trials per slurry), ICP
data from the filtrate (i.e. background) testing, and computation of the
concentrations of elements in the dry product (dry suspended coal).
Two sets of computations are made - the first assuming ICP slurry recovery of
85 % and the second assuming 100 % ICP slurry recovery. The equation used for
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computing the "% in dry product" is shown at the bottom of the second page of
table 8.2.6.
Table 8.2.7 presents the "% in dry product" results from the previous table in
summary form along with the conventional assay results on the "matching"
slurries (e.g. reference slurry, SC4'-slurries, etc.). The very 1ast line in
this table presents the results for the calibration slurry, where it can be
seen that the % S from B&W lab conventional assay (0.69 %) is not in agreement
with the % S from the ICP analysis (1.60 %), assuming 85 % ICP recovery. Table
8.2.7a presents the same sunmu_ry assuming 90 % recovery and it can be seen that
the agreement between conventional assay and ICP analysis is good (0.69 % vs.
0.68 %).
Figure 8.2.6 compares the weighted average ICP results (assuming 85 % ICP
recovery) to the reference sample results. This figure is nearly identical to
that of figure 8.2.1 except that figure 8.2.1 uses a straight average of 8
samples, while figure 8.2.6 uses a mass weighted average of the same 8 samples.
Note that with the 85 % recovery assumption, the S, Ca, and Mg are in excellent
agreement while the Si and AI are low and the Fe high. The discrepancies may
be due to one or more of the following:
a Use of coarse filter on the reference sample at the Homer City Coal Lab
(see discussion in section 7.2).
b Leeching of the elements Ca and Mg (and to a lesser extent S) out of
the coal into the well water diluted samples. The well water is nearly
saturated with S but almost free of Ca and Mg. The Plant water is
nearly saturated with all three elements. The forms of the remaining
elements in the Upper Freeport coal are not soluble in water.
Significant additional leeching of S into solution occurred after the
samples were diluted in the B&W lab with high purity water.
c Error introduced by the commercially obtained vezin samplers.
d Inaccuracy of the ICP analysis of slurries using the MDSN nebulizer.
This includes sample to sample variation and element to element
variation.
e Inability of the NETZSCH grinder to attain a 5 micron mean particle
size (actual was 6 microns).
Figures 8.2.7 - 8.2.13 present a comparison of the individual sample results to
the reference sample results. The ICP results presented assume 85 % ICP
recovery. Figures 8.2.7 & 8.2.8 (% ash & % S) include results from the ICP
analysis of samples SC4-I to 8, HC Coal Lab analysis of samples SC4'-I to 8,
and the HC Coal Lab analysis of the reference sample. The remaining figures do
not include HC Coal Lab results on samples SC4'-I to 8 since the HC Coal lab
did not conduct elemental analysis on the SC4' samples.
Finally, table 8.2.8 and figure 8.2.14 present the data and plots of the ICP
analyses of secondary solution standards which were conducted after each
individual slurry sample analysis by ICP. Both the slurry and standard
solution were conducted using the MDSN nebulizer. The secondary standards used
during the ICP testing were:
S I00 ppm Fe 25 ppm
Si 25 ppm Ca 50 ppm
A1 25 ppm Mg i0 ppm
The plotted results show the variability of ICP analysis using the MDSN
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8.3 Sulfur and Ash Results, Test # 3
Test # 3 was conducted on the froth concentrate stream of an Oklahoma coal with
the grinder in-line. In addition to the unground reference sample, twelve
pairs of samples were collected sequentially in time at the exit of the third
(bottom) sampling stage (SC4-I thru 12) of the multistage sampler and at the
drain of the third sampling stage (SC4'-I thru 12) as shown in figure 6.3. The
dilution ratio of well water to slurry entering the multistage sampler was
approximately 7:1 (see section 6.3). The well water contained a large amount
of dissolved sulfur but was relatively low in all other elements (see table
8.3.5). A "calibration" sample was also collected at the drain of the second
stage sampler (SQ3'-I). This calibration sample was subsequently divided and
diluted and used to calibrate the opacity meter, test for PSDs, and check out
the ICP - making it possible to conduct these checks without depleting the
small volume samples collected at SC4.
8.3.1 Results Summary
The most important parameters for test # 3 are presented in table 8.3.1 for the
slurry samples and in table 8.3.3 for the filtrate of these slurry samples.
Filtrates of certain samples were prepared for ICP testing of background levels
subsequent to ICP testing of the slurries themselves.
The reduced results of conventional testing and ICP testing are summarized in
table 8.3.2. The results of individual elemental concentrations are separated
into two categories - the first assuming 85 % ICP recovery on slurry elements
and the second assuming I00 % ICP recovery. The details of these computations
are presented and discussed in later tables. The title "85 % ICP RECOVERY"
pertains only to those quantities determined by ICP analysis (i.e. samples SC4-
1 to 12). The assumed value of 85 % ICP recovery was selected after both ICP
and conventional analysis was performed on the "riffles" of the calibration
samples, SQ3'-I, collected during test # 2 and test # 3. Comparison of the ICP
calculated sulfur concentration (sample SQ3'-IG-I) to the sulfur concentration
based on conventional assay (sample SQ3'-IH) indicates that the ICP was
operating at approximately 85 % recovery on test # 3's calibration sample.
Studying the results of all ICP analysis of field samples (i.e. FGU-SC4-1 to 8
for test # 2 and CGO-SC4-1 to 12 for test # 3), it was surmised that the ICP
was operating over a range of 80 % - 90 % recovery for sulfur. Therefore the
value of 85 % was selected and used for all data reduction. The results for
the theoretically achievable i00 % ICP recovery are also presented for
information. The % recovery which would have to be assumed to make the ICP
slurry analysis agree with the ash analysis of the same sample (SQ3'-IG-I) is
presented in Table 8.3.7a.
The %-solids listed in table 8.3.2 are referenced back to the "as collected in
the field" condition (i.e. including site dilution with well water but not the
later laboratory dilution with deionized water). The only exception to this is
for the second lines labeled "AVG SC4-I to 12" and "AVG SC4'-I to 12" (at the
bottom of the table). For these data rows, the average %-solids in the samples
are multiplied by the ratio of (Qc/Q,2 +l) in order to make a comparison to the
%-solids in the reference sample possible (i.e. 22.62 % & 21.75 % versus 23.86
%, which is excellent agreement considering the fact that the flow meter
reading during the field testing varied by as much as +/- 0.5 I/min) .
The calculated ash concentrations are cor_uted using the CONAC equation (ref.
16). The explicit formulation is listed at the bottom of table 8.3.2 and is
discussed in appendix C. Since the CONAC equation requires the knowledge of
the ash concentration prior to computing the contribution of Mg, an estimate of
the ash concentration, using the first seven terms of the equation (which are
known in advance), is used in the computation of Mg contribution.
The lines labeled "AVG ..... " at the bottom of table 8.3.2 were computed based
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on straight averages (rather than a mass weighted average) of the 12 quantities
listed in the columns directly above them. The purpose of computing average
values of the twelve individual samples is to make possible a single comparison
to the reference sample. This comparison is presented graphically in figure
8.3.1. From this figure it is seen that the %-solids in the reference sample
and the average of the twelve SC4' samples are in good agreement. The average
of the twelve "opacity determined" %-solids is also in good agreement with the
former. The average calculated ash in the twelve SC4 samples is considerably
lower than the calculated ash in the reference sample and the average measured
ash in the SC4' samples is higher than the measured ash in the reference
sample. The average sulfur content in the SC4 and SC4' samples is in very good
agreement with the reference sample. No measurements were made on the SC4'-
samples at the Homer City Coal Lab on elements other than S, therefore the
remaining elemental comparisons are made between the ICP results and the
reference sample results only. This comparison indicates that Si and A1
concentration determined by ICP are slightly lower than those in the reference
sample, while Fe concentration is slightly higher. The concentration of Ca is
lower, while the concentration of Mg is in good agreement. These results are
consistent with the results of test # 2.
The results indicate that the sampling system performed well but that the ICP-
analysis was marginal at best.
8.3.2 ICP Results Prior to Correction for Low ICP Recovery
The parameters for test 3 are repeated in table 8.3.3 for the slurry samples,
the filtrates of slurry samples, site well water samples, and site clarified
water samples. All slurry samples were analyzed by ICP prior to filtering to
collect filtrate. In the case of clarified water, only the filtrates were
analyzed and in the case of well water, no solids were present in the field
collected samples.
The raw results, in PPM, of the ICP tests are presented in table 8.3.4. The %
suspended solids are "as analyzed" by ICP (rather than being referenced back to
the field collected condition, as is the case in other tables). The individual
concentrations of each element are listed for the slurry and for the filtrate
(i.e. background). The slurries were nebulized to the ICP using the ARL MDSN
nebulizer while the filtrates were nebulized with a Meinhardt nebulizer, which
is the standard nebulizer for solutions.
In table 8.3.5, the results of table 8.3.4 have been increased by the dilution
ratio + I (e.g. in the case of sample SC4-1, the S content in the slurry -
(5+1) "121 - 726 and the S content of the filtrate - (5+1)'110 - 660). Note
that since the well water and clarified water were never diluted, the raw ICP
results in table 8.3.4 ar_ identical to the results presented in table 8.3.5.
Also note that, although _.i slurry samples for this test (with the exception
of the reference sample, which was not analyzed by ICP) were diluted with well
water in the multistage sampling system by an approximate ratio of 7:1, the
dilution ratio shown in the rightmost column of table 8.3.5 represents only the
additional dilution performed at the B&W lab using high purity water.
There are two very notable aspects of the results presented in table
8.3.5:
a The concentration cf the elements Ca and Mg in the filtrate
(background) of the slurries is higher than that in the plant well
water and, in the case of Mg, higher than that in the plant clarified
water as well. This is a result of the significant dilution of the
field slurries with high purity water at the B&W lab (recall that the
values in this table were corrected upward to be consistent with the
site collected %-solids). The implication is that the plant clarified
water is saturated with the elements $, Ca, and Mg and the well water
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is saturated with the element S. The dilution with site well water
permitted leeching of the elements Ca & Mg into solution and the
laboratory dilution with high purity water, therefore, permitted
additional leeching of these elements. These results also imply that
the forms of Ca and Mg found in the Oklahoma coal are, to a large
degree, soluble in water, while the S, Si, AI, and Fe are only
minimally soluble in water.
b In many of the samples, the background levels of S, Ca, and Mg (as
measured by ICP using Meinhardt nebulizer) are nearly as large as those
in the slurry (as measured by ICP using MDSN nebulizer) and in a couple
of instances are actually larger. Therefore the ICP must be operating
at less than 100 % recovery for one or both of the nebulizers. Since
the filtrates are solutions and were nebulized with a proven nebulizer
(Meinhardt), there is little doubt that almost all of the error is
associated with slurry nebulization (using ARL MDSN nebulizer, which
was shown to give less than 100 % recovery during the study phase of
the current project - see ref. 1). This "less than 100 ICP % recovery"
in the slurries combined with high background levels of S, Ca, and Mg
create a serious potential for error in the measurement of element
concentrations in the dry product. One is strongly tempted to use one
of the elements which is not found in the plant water and which is
nearly insoluble in water (such as Si, AI, or Fe) to determine the
actual recovery of the ICP. However, the testing conducted during the
study phase of the project indicated that the recovery of individual
elements is not identical for the same slurry. This effect is most
likely due to the fact that the proportions of each slurry element
which are present in solid and solution form vary significantly from
element to element and due to elements not being evenly distributed
among all particle sizes.
After completing ICP analysis on the calibration slurry sample (SQ3'-IG-1) and
its filtrate and comparing the sulfur result to the B&W lab result on a
different "riffle" of that same sample (SQ3'-IH), a value of 85 % ICP recovery
for sulfur can be deduced (the same analysis for the calibration sample for
test 2, discussed in the previous section, leads to a 90 % ICP recovery conclu-
sion). After viewing the results of the data reduction at a number of
different assumed % ICP recoveries, the value of 85 % was decided upon for data
presentation. This may not be appropriate for all slurry samples or for all
elements, but it permits a consistent presentation format.
The concentrations of elements (determined by ICP) in the slurries are plotted
in figure 8.3.2 as a function of sample number (i.e. essentially a function of
time). The values are those listed in table 8.3.5 - referenced to the field
collected conditions (i.e. pre-laboratory dilution).
Figures 8.3.3 - 8.3.5 present a comparison of the element concentrations in the
slurry and the filtrate for S and those elements which are soluble in water (Ca
and Mg). These plots demonstrate the problem, discussed above, of background
levels being nearly as high or higher than slurry levels.
8.3.3 ICP Results After Correction for Low ICP Recovery
As mentioned earlier, a decision to assume 85 % recovery for presentation of
results was made after inspecting the calibration results and after viewing the
reduced results at a number of assumed % recoveries. Table 8.3.6 contains the
raw _CP data from the ICP slurry testing (three trials per slurry), ICP data
from the filtrate (i.e. background) testing, and computation of the
concentrations of elements in the dry product (i.e. dry suspended coal).
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Two sets of computations are made - the first ass,uning ICP slurry recovery of
85 % and the second assuming 100 % ICP slurry recovery. The equation used for
computing the "% in dry product" is show_ at the bottom of the second page of
table 8.3.6.
Table 8.3.7 presents the "% in dry product" results from the previous table in
summary form along with the conventional assay results on the "matching"
slurries (e.g. reference slurry, SC4'-slurries, etc.). The very 1ast line in
this table presents the results for the calibration slurry, where it can be
seen that the % S from B&W lab conventional assay (0.48 %) is in excellent
agreement with the % S from the ICP analysis (0.468 %), assuming 85 % ICP
recovery.
Figure 8.3.6 compares the weighted average ICP results (assuming 85 % ICP
recovery) to the reference sample results. This figure is nearly identical to
that of figure 8.3.1 except that figure 8.3.1 uses a straight average of 12
samples, while figure 8.3.6 uses a mass weighted average of the same 12
samples. Note that with the 85 % recovery assumption, the S and Mg are in
excellent agreement while the Si, Al, and Ca are low and the Fe high. The
discrepancies may be due to one or more of the following:
a Use of coarse filter on the reference sample at the Homer City Coal Lab
(see discussion in section 7.3).
b Leeching of the elements Ca and Mg out of the coal into the well water
diluted samples. The well water is nearly saturated with S but almost
free of Ca and Mg. The Plant water is nearly saturated with all three
elements. The forms of S, Si, Al, & Fe in the Oklahoma coal are not
soluble in water.
c Error introduced by the commercially obtained vezin samplers.
d Inaccuracy of the ICP analysis of slurries using the MDSN nebulizer.
This includes sample to sample variation and element to element
variation.
e Inability of the NETZSCH grinder to attain a 5 micron mean size (actual
was 8 microns).
Figures 8.3.7 - 8.3.13 present a comparison of the individual sample results to
the reference sample results. The ICP results presented assume 85 % ICP
recovery. Figures 8.3.7 & 8.3.8 (% ash & % S) include results from the ICP
analysis of samples SC4-1 to 12, HC Coal Lab analysis of samples SC4'-1 to 12,
and the HC Coal Lab analysis of the reference sample. The remaining figures do
not include HC Coal Lab results on samples SC4'-1 to 12 since the HC Coal lab
did not conduct elemental analysis on the SC4' samples.
Finally, table 8.3.8 and figure 8.3.14 present the data and plots of the ICP
analyses of secondary solution standards which were conducted after each
individual slurry sample analysis by ICP. Both the slurry and standard
solution were conducted using the MDSN nebulizer. The secondary standards used







The plotted results show the variability of ICP analysis using the MDSN
nebulizer on solutions only and must be assumed to be worse for slurries.
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WHAT % RECOVERY WOULD HAVE TO HAVE
BEEN USED IN TABLE 8.3.7 IN ORDER TO
GET ICP ELEM IN COAL SLURRY SQ3'-IG-1 TO
AGREE WITH ELEM CONCENTR. FROM ANAL OF
ASH IN SAMPLE SQ3'-IH ?
FOR ASSUME ICP
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8.4 Test # 4 (Unground Oklahoma Froth Feed)
Test # 4 was conducted on the froth flotation feed stream of an Oklahoma coal.
In addition to the two samples which were needed for comparison (the reference
sample and the "well water" diluted sample at the exit of the second stage,
SQ3-1), CQ Inc. collected their own reference sample (only %-solids and ash
analysis were performed) and B&W collected a sample by drawing off slurry
through a peristaltic pump from the top mixing tank (see figure 6.4). The
dilution ratio of well water to slurry entering the multistage sampler was
approximately 19:1. The well water contained a large amount of dissolved
sulfur but was relatively low in all other elements (see table 8.3.5).
The most important parameters for test # 4 slurries are described in table
8.4.1 and the laboratory results are presented in table 8.4.2 and figures
8.4.1 - 8.4.3. All samples have the same particle size distribution but, as
noted in table 8.4.1, samples SQ3-1 and ST1-1 were filtered through 2.5 micron
filters while the reference samples were filtered through five 25 micron
filters. The slurries had a particle size distribution in which 25 % of the
particles were smaller than 25 microns and 3 % of the particles smaller than
2.5 microns.
The %-solids in sample SQ3-1 are in very good agreement with both reference
samples, while the %-solids in sample ST1-1 are approximately 20 % lower than
the %-solids in the reference sample. Both the %-solids and the % ash in the
B&W ref. sample and the CQ ref. sample are in excellent agreement with one
another.
Comparing the concentrations of elements and of ash in sample SQ3-1 with the
concentrations in the reference sample (see table 8.4.2 and figure 8.4.1)
reveals that the sulfur concentration in SQ3-1 is approximately 20 % lower
than the reference sample. Of the remaining major elements in this coal (i.e.
Si, Al, Fe, & Ca), Si and A1 are high by 9 and 24 %, respectively and Fe and
Ca are low by 57 & 72 %, respectively. One possible explanation of this is
that the Si and A1 are not soluble in the well water while the Ca is (recall
that the dilution ratio of well water to slurry in the field was 19:1 and very
little Ca is present in the well water).
Comparing concentrations of elements and ash in sample ST1-1 with the
concentrations in the reference sample (table 8.4.2 and figure 8.4.2 )
indicates a sulfur concentration approximately 30 % below that of the
reference sample. Of the remaining major elements (Si, Al, Fe, & Ca), all
are in concentrations less than that of the reference sample of between 5 and
40 %. When compared to sample SQ3-1, the concentration of major elements in
sample ST1-1 are lower in Si and A1 but higher in Fe and Ca (see figure
8.4.3). The method which was used to obtain sample ST1-1 (suction through a
submersed tube in a mixing tank) is not recommended by reference 2 or by
reference 15. Although the method used for co)lecting sample ST1-1 may not be
theoretically representative, the results appear to be in better agreement
with the reference sample, for certain elements, than sample SQ3-1.
As in the case of test # I, the discrepancies between sample SQ3-1 and the
reference sample may be due to one or more of the following:
a Use of different filters sizes during sample preparation (see
section 7.4).




c Insufficient agitation of the mixing tanks for the unground coal
(this could result in a longer delay time for the tanks to reach
steady state).
d Error introduced by the commercially obtained vezin samplers.
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8.5 Opacity/Solids Testing on Field Collected Slurries
The opacity meter was used on-line in the field for tests 2 & 3. As mentioned
earlier, however, the results were usable only for test # 3 (8 of 12
measurements). It was therefore desirable to reanalyze the field collected
slurries, SC4, for %-solids by opacity at the B&W research facility subsequent
to the field tests.
The equipment setup used for the laboratory testing was identical to the field
setup with the exception that level regulation equipment (i.e. bottom sampler
cup and pressure sensor) was not used. _he lab setup is depicted in figure
7.5.
8.5.1 Calibration of Opacity Meter
As a first step, the opacity meter was recalibrated using riffles of the
"calibration" slurries, SQ3', collected during field tests 2 & 3. Although
these slurries were not perfectly representative, they were considered
preferable to laboratory prepared slurries. The PSD of the two slurries are
presented in figures 8.5.2 & 8.5.4. Note that the Upper Freeport Coal was
ground to a mean particle size of approximately 6 microns while the Oklahoma
coal (much more difficult to grind) was ground to a mean particle size of
approximately 8 microns.
To avoid problems with metering pump nonlinearities, six dilutions of the
calibration slurry from each of the two field tests (test # 2 & test # 3) were
prepared as described in section 7_
Test # 2:
FGU-SQ3'-IC-I, 0.05 % tot solids, 0.038% susp solids
FGU-SQ3'-IC-2, 0.08 % tot solids, 0.060% susp solids
FGU-SQ3'-IC-3, 0.II % tot solids, 0.083% susp solids
FGU-SQ3'-IC-4, 0.14 % tot solids, 0.105% susp solids
FGU-SQ3'-IC-5, 0.17 % tot solids, 0.128% susp solids
FGU-SQ3'-IC-6, 0.20 % tot solids, 0.150% susp solids
Test # 3 :
CGO-SQ3'-IG-I, 0.289% tot solids, 0.276% susp solids
CGO-SQ3'-IG-2, 0.595% tot solids, 0.567% susp solids
CGO-SQ3'-IG-3, 0.733% tot solids, 0.699% susp solids
CGO-SQ3'-IG-4, 0.935% tot solids, 0.891% susp solids
CGO-SQ3'-IG-5, 1.101% tot solids, 1.050% susp solids
CGO-SQ3'-IG-6, 1.70 % tot solids, 1.621% susp solids
The metering pump, P3, was operated at 45 ml/min and the peristaltic pump, P4,
was operated at 5 ml/min for all calibration "runs". Table 8.5.1 presents the
data from the calibration "runs" on test # 2. The top set of data uses the
total solids in the slurry (dissolved and suspended) as a basis of the
calibration, while the bottom set of data uses the suspended solids only as a
basis. The two sets of data are plotted in figure 8.5.1 along with their
respective linear regressions. Table 8.5.2 and figure 8.5.3 present the same
information for test number 3. Note that the difference between the
calibration curves for total and suspended solids for test # 2 is much more
dramatic than for test # 3. Table 8.5.3 combines the data from tests 2 and 3
and figure 8.5.5 presents the plots and linear regression for both.
The % total solids in the calibration slurry was determined in the B&W lab by
drying sample SQ3'-ID, in its entirety, and the % suspended solids was
determined by filtering sample SQ3'-IH, in its entirety, through a 0.45 micron
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filter before drying. The filtrate from sample SQ3'-IH was clear and
perfectly transparent to the naked eye.
8.5.2 Opacity Measurements on Test # 2 Slurries, SC4-1 thru 8
After calibration was complete, each of the individual field collected
slurries, SC4-1 thru SC4-8, were "run" through the opacity meter under the
same conditions used in the calibration runs (i.e. QP3 - 45 ml/min and QP4 - 5
ml/min). The opacity reading was converted to a %-solids value by using one
of the linear regression curves of figure 8.5.1 or 8.5.3. Computations were
conducted for the total solids calibration and for the suspended solids
calibration and the data is presented in tables 8.5.4 & 8.5.5 and the results
are plotted in figures 8.5.6 - 8.5.9.
Figure 8.5.6 compares the results of opacity measurements using total solids
calibration to the % suspended solids measured in samples SC4'-1 through SC4'-
8 at the Homer City lab for field test # 2, while figure 8.5.7 presents the
same comparison using the suspended solids calibration. These plotted results
demonstrate excellent agreement between opacity measurements, using the
suspended solids calibration curve, and % suspended solids measured by the
Homer City Lab. This excellent agreement exists despite the fact that the
Homer City lab measured the % suspended solids by filtering the slurry sample
through 2.5 micron filter paper (from the PSD run at B&W, slurry SQ3'-1 has 30
% of its particles less than 2.5 microns). Discussions with Homer City Coal
lab indicates that the filter paper becomes clogged quickly with particles and
does not pass all particle smaller than 2.5 microns.
Figure 8.5.8 and 8.5.9 present the comparison of opacity measurements to Homer
City Lab results for test # 3. Since there is little difference between total
and suspended solids for this slurry, figures 8.5.8 and 8.5.9 appear to be
very similar. On these curves is also plotted the instantaneous opacity
measurements made during the field test (only 8 of 12 measurements were
successfully made). The comparison is good, but not as good as was observed
for test # 2. This may be due to the fact that test #3 slurries were not
ground as finely as those in test #2.
8-72
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CALIBRATION OF UPPER FREEPORT COAL
9/9/90
FGU-SQ3'-IC (ORIGINAL FIELD SAMPLE AT .72 _ SOLIDS)
BASED ON % SUSP. & DISOLVED SOLIDS
LINEAR Regression Output:
SAMPLE TESTED REGR Constant -0.00296
SAMPLE _ SOLIDS QP4 OP3 _ SOLIDS OPACITY X SOLIDS Std Err of Y Est 0.000981
R Squared 0.998949
FGUoSQ3'-IC-1 0.050 5.00 45.00 0.005 0.0374 0.004 No. of Observations 12
FGU-S03°-IC-2 0.080 5.00 45.00 0.008 0.058 0.007 Deg, ees of Freedom 10
FGU-SQ3'-IC-3 0.110 5.00 45.00 0.011 0.0774 0.011
FGU-SQ3'-IC-4 0.140 5.00 45.00 0,014 0.0922 0,014 X Coefficient(s) 0.178749
FGU-SQ3'-IC-5 0.170 5.00 65.00 0.017 0,1142 0,017 Std Err of Coef. 0.001833
FGU-S03'-IC-6 0,200 5.00 45.00 0.020 0.1376 0.022
CGO-SQ3'-IG-1 0.289 5.00 80.00 0.017 0.109 0.017
CGO-SQ3'-IG-2 0.595 5.00 79.67 0.035 0.213 0.035
CGO-SO3'-IG-3 0.733 5.00 79.33 0.043 0.264 0.044
CGO-SQ3'-IG-4 0.935 5.00 79.67 0.055 0.331 0.056
CGO-SQ3'-IG-5 1.101 5.00 79.67 0.065 0.384 0.066
CGO-SQ3'-IG-6 1.700 5.00 79.33 0.101 0.572 0.099
CALIBRATION OF UPPER FREEPORT COAL
9/9/90
FGU-SQ3'-IC (ORIGINAL FIELD SAMPLE AT .54 % SOLIDS)
BASED ON % SUSP. SOLIDS ONLY
LINEAR
SAMPLE TESTED REGR Regression Output:
SAMPLE % SOLIDS QP4 QP3 % SOLIDS OPACITY % SOLIDS Constant -0.00514
........ :::===: ==:=::=: === ..... =:=:====:= Std Err of Y Est 0.001864
FGU-SQ3'-IC-I 0.038 5.00 45.00 0.004 0.0374 0.001 R Squared 0.996083
FGU-SO3'-IC-2 0.060 5.00 45.00 0.006 0.058 0.005 No. of Observations 12
FGU-SQ3'-IC-3 0.083 5,00 45.00 0,008 0.0774 0.008 Degrees of Freedom 10
FGU-SQ3'-IC-4 0.105 5.00 45.00 0.011 0.0922 0.011
FGU-SQ3'-IC-5 0.128 5.00 45.00 0.013 0.1142 0.015 X Coefficient(s) 0.175683
FGU-SQ3'-IC-6 0.150 5.00 45.00 0.015 0.1376 0.019 Std Err of Coef. 0.003483
CGO-SQ3'-IG-I 0.275 5.00 80.00 0.016 0.109 0.014
CGO-SQ3'-IG-2 0.567 5,00 79.67 0.033 0.213 0.032
CGO-SQ3'-IG-3 0.699 5,00 79.33 0.041 0.264 0.041
CGO-SQ3'-IG-4 0.891 5.00 79.67 0.053 0.331 0.053
CGO-SO3'-IG-5 1.050 5.00 79.67 0.062 0,384 0.062
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8.6 Evaluation of the CONAC Algorithm
The "calculated % ash" values presented in the preceding sections have been
determined by application of the CONAC algorithm (see appendix C). There are a
total of eight elements which enter into the CONAC algorithm (Si, AI, Fe, Ca,
Mg, Na, K, and Ti). For the large samples, for which elemental ash analysis
was conducted, all eight of these elements were used in the CONAC algorithm.
For the coal slurry samples, for which only five elements (in addition to
sulfur, which does not enter into the algorithm, Si, Al, Fe, Ca, & Mg were
determ/ned), only five elements are used in the algorithm.
With the exception of ignoring contribution of sulfur to the ash content (which
is generally small} and modifying the contribution that magnesium makes to the
ash content, the CONAC algorithm uses the gravimetric relationships between the
element oxides assumed to be in the ash and the elements themselves. During an
assay of the ash, the concentration of elements are measured and converted to
oxide content by application of the gravimetric relationships for reporting
purposes. The sum of the individual oxide contents (in %) are summed and
compared to 100 %. The closeness to 100 % is a measure of the validity of the
assumptions on which oxides the elements form in the coal. Analysis of gases
from the ashing process have been performed on many occasions and, with the
exception of sulfur, all elements remain with the ash. Sulfur is converted
primarily into gas during the ashing process. Thus, if one can measure the
concentration of elements in the coal, the ash can be computed through
application of the gravimetric relationships, if the error in ignoring sulfur
is acceptable. This is essentially the basis of the CONAC algorithm. If there
should be a discrepancy in the application of the CONAC algorithm, it must be
due to:
a ignoring the contribution of sulfur
b inappropriate assumptions about the oxide forms in the ash (which, for the
coals tested in this project, are reasonable as evidenced by the closeness
of the ash contributions of each element oxide to 100 %)
c error in measuring the element concentrations in the coal prior to
applying the CONAC algorithm
In order to evaluate the appropriateness of the CONAC algorithm, it is
necessary to compare calculated ash values to measured ash values determined
from consistent data (i.e. test results from specimens which were taken from
the same samples and prepared identically prior to ash measurement and
individual element measurements in the ash). The only consistent samples are
the large references samples taken during tests 1 - 4, the SQ3-1 samples from
tests I & 4, the ST1-1 sample from test 4, and the SQ3'-1 sample taken from
tests 2 and 3. All of these samples were dewatered and dried prior to
separating the residue into ash samples and element analysis samples (which
were ashed prior to element analysis). No other samples were of sufficient
weight to permit both ash and element analysis of ash to be performed. It
would be inappropriate, for the purpose of justifying the use of the CONAC
algorithm, to compare ash values computed from ICP analysis of the coal slurry
to measured ash values in reference samples because of the variability of the
ICP recovery from element to element and the differing sample preparation
methods (e.g. filter types, dilution with well or deionized water, etc.). As
mentioned in sections 8.2.1 and 8.3.1, the ICP results have been reduced
assuming 85 % recovery based on the element sulfur. The recovery for each
element in the coal is different, however, and some of the major contributors
to the ash content, such as Si, exhibited lower recoveries which results in an
underestimation of the ash content. This underestimation is not however due to
the inappropriateness of the CONAC algorithm.
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The results of the measured ash and the calculated ash from the consistent
samples are presented in Table 8.6 and the comparison of calculated ash values
to measured ash values are plotted in Figure 8.6.1. The average absolute
difference between the measured ash and the "CONAC" calculated ash is 4.3%.
Eight of the nine calculated values are less than the measured value. This is
as expected since the CONAC Algorithm ignores the contribution of Sulfur and
other minor elements. The ninth calculated sample is 6 % larger than the
measured value. This is an unexpected result but the difference is not
extreme. The maximum absolute difference between measured ash and calculated
ash is for test # 3, sample SQ3'-IH. This is also expected since the SQ3'-IH
sample (obtained by filtering the slurry) did not provide enough solids to
allow analysis of the Na and K, Therefore the calculated ash is in more error
than the other samples. The B&W lab method for determining elements in ash
involve two methods. The first method involves dissolving a portion of the ash
and using the ICP to deternuine concentrations of elements other than Na and K
(the B&W ICP optics is not sensitive at Na and K wavelengths, a limitation not
shared by most ICPs in production today). The remaining ash is used to
determine the concentrations of Na and K by flame spectroscopy.
From the foregoing discussion it is concluded that the CONAC algorlthm is an
appropriate method for computing the ash value from individual element
concentrations found in the ash. If one inspects the ash values calculated
from the elements measured in the coal slurry (by ICP) a much poorer comparison
is observed. This is due, to a certain extent, to the fact that only 5 of the
8 elements were determined by ICP analysis of coal slurry. Ignoring of 3 of
the 8 elements should not have caused so large a discrepancy, however, since
the 3 e_ _ments ignored are contribute only minor amounts to the ash content.
Two oth, factors played a role in the poor comparison. First, the ash
calculation based on ICP analysis of coal slurry ignores any difference in the
sample preparation at the Homer City lab and the sample preparation on the coal
slurries at B&W. Second, and most important, the assumed recovery of 85% used
to reduce the ICP data is appropriate to Sulfur only and, as can be seen from
Figures 8.6.2 & 8.6.3, the 85% recovery assumption understates the
concentration of Si, AI, and Fe in the ash. Since these three elements (espe-
cially Si) contribute heavily to the ash content by CONAC, the poor comparison
of %ash by calculation from ICP elements in the coal slurry is due, to a great
extent, on poor recovery of elements from the coal slurry by the ICP.
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BaDCOCK & WILCOX no,..,=, O,,,Iopm..DM,lo.
a McDermott Company a/_nce, Ohio 4460_
i
To
M. L. MALITO - STRUCTURAL MECHANICS SECTION, ARC
Als
_m
G. R. TAYLOR- CHEMISTRY SECTION (35), ARC
Yk_.
Customer
D • O. E. ACG-92-4554-07
Subjoct _n__te
COAL WATER SLURRY ASH ANALYSES July 18, 1991
ii ii
_- This letter to cover one customer end o.e $ubjoct only
Attached are results obtained on two samples of coal water
slurry that you submitted with your work order dated July 10, 1991.
The attached is the elemental constituents in the ash of the
samples. Suspended solids, total sulfur and ash concentration were
previously reported.
This confirms a verbal report.
Reviewed and Approved by Se!t'ion MAnager
leb [ "_'[¢-q/
Attachments











DESCRIPTION Coal Water Slurry
#CGO-SQ3 '-iH
ASH ANALYSIS (ICp_) % *
Silicon (SiO2) 48.81
Aluminum (Al 203 ) 20.89
Iron (Fe203) 15.53
Titanium (TiO 2 ) 1.27
Calcium (CaO) 2.70




Sulfur (SO 3) 2.47
Phosphorus (P205) 0.41
The results of spectrographic analysis are reported by the
Research Center as the oxides. This does not necessarily








DESCRIPTION Coal Water Slurry
#FGU-SQ3'-IH
ASH ANALYSIS (ICP) %*
silicon (SiO 2) 41.64
Aluminum (AI203) 19.51
Iron (Fe203) 30.60
Titanium (TiO 2) 0.93
Calcium (CaO) 0.27
Magnesium (MgO) 0.88
Sodium** (Na20) Insufficient Sample
Potassium** (K20) Insufficient Sample
Sulfur (SO 3) 0.09
Phosphorus (P205) 0.49
* The results of spectrographic analysis are reported by the
Research Center as the oxides. This does not necessarily
mean that the elements are present as such in the sample.
= ** Flame Emission
8-89.2
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_
8.7 Indication of Potential Precision
Although only limited data is available for determining the potential
precision of a sulfur and ash analyzer using an ICP with the ARL MDSN
nebulizer, an attempt is made in this section of the report to display a
comparison of the ash and sulfur measurements made by ICP analysis of coal
slurry (SC4 samples) to those made on the small "flow through" samples (SC4'
samples) collected simultaneously and sent to the Homer City Coal Lab for
assay (% ash and sulfur by conventional techniques).
In order to make these comparisons, the calculated ash values from ICP
analysis were corrected to account for the low recovery of elements as
indicated by the only samples which were analyzed both by ICP assay of coal
slurry and by analysis of elements in ash and for which Leco sulfur analysis
was conducted:
ANAL BY TEST 2 SAMPLE TEST 3 SAMPLE
ICP OF SLURRY FGU-SQ3'-IC-I CGO-SQ3'-IG-1
ELEM ANAL OF ASH FGU-SQ3'-IH CGO-SQ3'-IH
LECO SULFUR ANAL FGU-SQ3' -IH CGO-SQ3' -lH
Due to the variable recovery of each element, the assumed recovery to make ash
values agree are different than the assumed recovery to make sulfur content
agree. From tables 8.2.7b and 8.3.7a the following recoveries are required:
FOR TEST 2 SAMPLE TEST 3 SAMPLE
% ASH 81% 71%
S 90 % 85 %
Additionally, for the calculation of ash only, the ash calculated from the
five ICP elements must be increased to account for the difference between %
ash measured by combustion of filtered slurry solids and that calculated by
the CONAC algorithm (using only 5 elements). This correction is smaller than
the correction needed to offset the low ICP recovery and is 1.087
(-18.84/17.33) for test 2 and 1.132 (-8.65/7.64) for test 3.
The results of the corrected ICP ash and sulfur results are presented in
tables 8.7.1 - 8.7.2 and figures 8.7.1 - 8.7.4 and compared to the corre-
sponding values reported by the Homer City Lab. These results eliminate
essentially a11 sampling effects. They do not, however, eliminate the
variable sample preparations used (SQ3'-IH samples were filtered through 0.4
micron filter prior to ashing and Leco sulfur determination vs. 2.5 micron
filter used at Homer City Coal Lab) and the B&W samples were diluted to
various degrees with deionized water (resulting in leaching of certain of the




It should also be noted that, although a factor for correcting the CONAC
algorithm to account for less than eight elements could be predicted for a
particular coal in advance, the correction for low ICP recovery is difficult
to predict beforehand. Thus the correction made to the ICP data for low ICP
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Conclusions
During this project an on-line sulfur and ash analyzer was designed and the
sample preparation system was fabricated and field tested. Each individual
component of the analyzer, with the exception of the ICP, performed well. The
performance of the entire system, because of the ICP performance, was marginal,
at best. The results of conventional assay on reference samples and small "end
stage" samples compare favorably. The results of ICP assay of "end stage"
samples and conventional assay of reference samples compare favorably for
sulfur and certain other elements, only after correcting the ICP results for a
recovery of 85 % (a value determined after the tests were completed).
The multistage sampling system performed exceedingly well, especially
considering the potential error introduced by the differing sample preparation
methods used in the post site laboratory analysis. Although the multistage
sampler could be improved further to make it manufacturable st a lower cost and
more trouble free, especially in the plumbing (i.e. small tubing, valves, and
fittings) after the 1ast sampling stage, its current configuration provided an
amazingly representative sample after the parent stream had been cut to as much
as 1 part in 940,000. The sampling system can be produced at low cost ( < $
10,000) and used without a grinder or ICP to collect very small, and yet,
representative slurry samples for off-line assay. The sample size reduction
afforded by this sampling system can provide a significant time and cost
advantage over the current practice of collecting large volume samples for off-
site assay.
The in-line Netzsch grinder also performed well. It produced a mean particle
size of 6 microns on an Upper Freeport coal and 8 microns on the difficult to
grind Oklahoma coal. Both of these mean particle sizes approach the 5 micron
mean size which was set _s a goal in the screening testing (Ref. I).
The mass opacity meter, developed specifically for this project, performed well
on the 6 micron Upper freeport coal, and adequately on the 8 micron Oklahoma
coal. The large development effort required for this device was not
anticipated at the start of the project and its development was halted before
many design improvement ideas (such as measurement of scattered light and the
addition of polarized filters at 90 °) could be tested and implemented. B&W is
confident that the opacity meter can be developed further to make possible
accurate measurement of suspended solids in more dense slurries and over a
broader range of particle size distributions.
During the study phase of the project, the ARL MDSN nebulizer (attached to an
ARL ICP) was demonstrated as being capable of recovering at least 80 % of the
element concentrations in a finely ground (approx. 5 microns mean size) and
diluted slurry (less than 3 % solids concentration). During the study phase,
no attempt was made to distinguish between the elements in solution and the
elements in suspended solids. When the analysis of the field collected
slurries was conducted, however, the difficulty in repeating this performance
when high background levels (i.e. elements in solution) had to be subtracted
from the element concentrations measured in the slurry (elements in solution
and in suspended solids), became apparent. For example, a slurry which
contains 1000 ppm S, 900 ppm of which is in solution form (i.e. background),
would require an ICP/nebulizer system with a maximum error of 1% on slurries
and 0 % on solutions (for background measurement) in order to yield a maximum
error of 10 % on the concentration in the suspended solids, e.g.:
PPM glem. in Solids - (% ICP Recov.)* (PPM Elem. in Slurry)
- (PPM Elem. in Solution)
- (0.99)*I000 - 900
- 90 ppm
% Error in Solids Measurement - (i00 %)*(i00 - 90)/(I00)
-10%
This error band is outside the capabilities of the slurry nebulization hardware
which is commercially available. Clearly, more development work is needed in
the area of slurry nebulization to ICP before an ICP can be considered
appropriate for on-line analysis of coal slurry.
The current project was successful in designing a system, testing each portion
of the system, and identifying the features which need improvement to reach
original project objective of on-line measurement of sulfur and ash on coal
slurry streams. B&W continues to believe that this objective is achievable and
has prepared recommendations for future work.
9.2 Recommendat ions
The performance of the sulfur and ash analyzer was determined to be inadequate
for an on-line application in a coal cleaning plant due to the performance of
the ICP. The ICP is still considered to have high potential for use in an on-
line system but significant improvements must be made to the delivery of slurry
to the plasma and possibly to the @ptics used to tra1_smit emission spectra to
the photodetection equipment. Specific recormnendations are discussed below.
The sampling portion of the system performed very well and is suitable for use
on coal slurry streams as an independent device where small representative
samples, for off-llne assay, are needed. The experience gained from the field
testing at the CQ Inc. provided information on plumbing modifications which
should be incorporated in the prototype. These modifications are also
discussed below.
9.1.1 ICP Performance
The recovery of the ICP was not as good on field collected slurry samples as it
was on laboratory prepared slurry samples (see ref. 1). The overall average
recovery was poorer and the recovery of each element was different (see tables
8.2.7b and 8.3.7a). The recovery cf S, Ca7 and Mg was greater than 85 % while
the recovery of Si, Al, and Fe was less than 75 %. This may be due to the fact
that the forms of Si, Al, and Fe found in the coal are harder to grind than the
other elements and, as a result, these elements made up the majority of the
large particles (those > 19 microns) in the ground slurry. Since the
calibration standards for the ICP were in solution form, two possible
explanations for the poor recovery are hypothesized:
1. The larger particle sizes require more residence time in the plasma
to fully dissociate and become excited.
2. The ARL MDSN nebulizer did not transport the larger particles to the
ICP plasma representatively.
An additional problem encountered with the ICP, when the ARL MDSN nebulizer is
used as the delivery device with coal slurries, is the necessity to have a very
dilute slurry. Because certain of the elements in the coal are very soluble in
water, the background levels (dissolved elements) which must be subtracted from
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the slurry levels are as much as 90 % of the levels in the slurry. Therefore
small errors in the measurement of the slurry element concentrations and the
background element concentrations are magnified.
For improving ICP performance on coal slurries, B&W makes the following
recommendations:
1. B&W believes that an ICP delivery system which is more insensitive to
particle size and is capable of delivering the slurry in a nearly
dewatered condition to the plasma needs to be developed. This
development will require a radically new approach to sample delivery
in which the slurry sample passes through an energy absorption stage
where it is dewatered and vaporized prior to delivery to the ICP
plasma. Such a system is, in B&W's opinion, attainable. The system
may, for example, be possible using microwave technology. This
effort involves more basic research than was possible under the
constraints of the current project, which had as its goal the testing
of the entire system.
2. An optical collection system for viewing the plasma over a longer
length and possibly around the plasma circumference should be
developed and tested to determine if larger particles can be
dissociated and excited with full recovery of the elements. This
effort could be performed in conjunction with recommendation 1 and
should involve a manufacturer of ICPs.
3. Successful development of the new delivery system should be
incorporated into a production analyzer system designed in
cooperation with an ICP manufacturer and a sampling system
manufacturer (see below). Leeman Labs has expressed interest in the
product, if a market exists, and was given two samples of the field
collected slurries for experimentation.
As mentioned earlier, the sampling system developed under this project, has no
significant deficiencies. The experience gained from the field testing
provided sufficient data to x_ke modifications to the prototype equipment for
trouble free operation at a test site. The sampling system, used as a stand
alone device, would not require any grinding equipment on the process stream,
and would not require any computer control. Therefore B&W makes the following
recommendations:
1. The potential market should be identified for a stand alone sampling
system capable of obtaining extremely small, representative samples
of coal slurry streams.
2. Modifications to the prototype sampling system should be made,
including:
- The tubing on the bottom-most sampling stage should be
increased in diameter to eliminate potential clogging on
unground slurry.
- The configuration of the overflow tubes in the mixing tanks
should be modified to elintinate the potential for "slug" flow
and to prohibit the buildup of foam. The field use of a
funnel on the top of the overflow tube in the top mixing tank
essentially solved that problem and the change from a
constant diameter overflow tube to a tapered overflow tube
has high potential to eliminate the unstable flow resulting
f....... _il _.... . ......._ act -r- of _H_ small dia_meter tubes.
- The mixers should be operated on the high range, rather than
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the low range which was used during field testing.
3. The modified system should be installed and operated over many weeks
at a con_ercial coal cleaning plant and sufficient data obtained to
characterize the sampling system statistically.
4. A manufacturing design should be prepared with the help of an
equipment manufacturer (such as Denver Equipment). The design should
concentrate on durability, low maintenance, flexibility of
application, and minimum manufacturing cost. The equipment













Figure 10.5 Multistage Sampling System Prior to Site Deployment (View I_
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Figure 10.6 Multistage Sampling System Prior to Site Deployment (View 2)
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Figure 10.7 Multistage Sampling System Prior to ",ire Deployment (View 3)
i0-_















Figure 10.14 Vezin Samplers During Field Test #2
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